





June 22, 1948 - August 31, 1987
Barry E. Sasner worked for the Town of Jaffrey for most of
his adult life. He was a member of the Police Department
from September 1975 to December 1982 and acted as Interim
Police Chief during the summer of 1982.
Barry was elected Town Clerk March 13, 1984, was re-eleted
for a second terra March 10, 1987 and was serving in that
capacity until his untimely death on August 31, 1987.
Barry helped to bring the Town Offices from the "quill and
ink pot" stage to the modern day computer.
Barry's drive, initiative, insight and caring for the Town
and its people set an example for others to follow. Who
can forget his cheery greeting "Hi there!! What can I do
for you today? 11!"
"WELL DONE BARRY - WE REALLY MISS YOU"
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
(PROPOSED)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County
of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
Your are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 8th of March
next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon (polls close at 6:00
PM) to vote for the Town Officers and to act on other
questions require by law to be decided by official ballot.
Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39:2a and the vote of the
Town at adjourned session of Town Meeting on March 15,
1979, the business meeting will be recessed until 10:00 AM,
Saturday March 12, 1988, at which time the Town will act on
all subjects described in the following Warrant Articles
except from the official ballot questions:
To choose the following Town Officers:
Selectman for 3 years
Chief Engineer of Fire Department for 1 year
Town Clerk for 2 years
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years
Supervisor of the Checklist for 6 years
To raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Dollars
($1,000,000.00) for the following purposes:
a) renovating, expanding and finishing the Jaffrey Public
Library;
b) defraying the costs of preliminary or final plans and
specifications or other preliminary expenses incidental
to or connected with the renovation and expansion of
the Jaffrey Public Library; and
c) paying principal and interest on any temporary
indebtedness incurred in accordance with New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33 in connection
with said renovation and expansion.
said sum to be made available by issuing, in accordance
with the applicable provisions of New Hampshire law,
general obligation bonds and/or notes (including, without
limitation, notes issued in anticipation of the receipt of
grants of federal and/or state aid), not to exceed One
Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00); and to authorize the
Selectmen to provide for the sale of said bonds or notes
and to fix the date, maturities,denominations, interest
rate or discount rate, plane of payment, form and other
details of the bonds and/or notes; and to authorize the
Selectmen to expend said sum, and to sign such agreements,
contracts and other documents and take such other actions
as may be necessary to effect the purposes set forth above;
and to authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend any
monies that may become available from the federal and/or
state governments for any of the purposes set forth above.
(By Ballot)
3. That all reports except that of the Budget Committee be
accepted as read.
4. To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to raise
and appropriate such sums of money as may be required for
the support of the poor, building and repairing of highways
and bridges. Fire and Police Departments, Memorial Day,
street and building lighting, and other Town charges.
5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend a
sum of not to exceed Five Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars
($540,000.00) for Water Department operations or act in any
way relating thereto. Said apprcpriation to be offset by
user fees.
6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend a
sum not to exceed Four Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars
($430,000.00) for Sewer Department operations or act in any
way relating thereto. Said appropriation to be offset by
user fees together with Federal and/or State funds.
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
sell at public auction property acquired or property which
may be acquired by tax sale or tax lien, such public
auction to be held after being advertised in a local weekly
newspaper for three successive weeks.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be paid into
the Capital Reserve Fund for the completion of base mapping
of the Town of Jaffrey.
9. To see if the Town will vote to enter into an agreement
with the tslH Governor's Energy Office for the Street Light
Replacement Demonstration Program; and raise and
appropriate the sum of Seventy-Four Thousand Nine Hundred
Ninety-One Dollars ($74,991.00) to convert the existing
inefficient street lights in the Town to the new High
Pressure Sodium (or equivalent) Lighting Fixtures.
Furthermore, said replacements to be contingent upon
receipt of a grant from the Governor's Energy Office in the
amount of Eleven Thousand Two Hundred Forty-Nine Dollars
($11,249.00) which represents 15% of the equipment costs.
10. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Town Clerk a fixed
annual compensation in lieu of statutory fees (RSA 41:33)
in the amount of Twenty-One Thousand Dollars ($21,000.00)
and an additional Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($4,500.00) for the voluntary participation in the Motor
Vehicle Agent Program (RSA 261:74-D) to take effect at
conclusion of the Town Meeting in March 1990.
11. To see if the Town will vote and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) for the support of the
Monadnock Comm\jnity Day Care Center, a non-profit agency,
or take any other action relating thereto. (By Petition)
12. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of Thirteen
Thousand Two Hundred and Forty-Eight Dollars ($13,248.00)
to Home Health Care and Community Services to support the
continuance of health services now being provided on behalf
of the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurses Association.
(By Petition)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($4,500.00) for
Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action
relating thereto. (By Petition)
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Coaservation
Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its 1987
appropriation, said funds to be placed in a special
conservation fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5, or act in
any way relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the
Town in anticipation of taxes.
16. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of 2
1/2% for real estate taxes paid within 15 days of the
postmarked date of the tax bill, or act in any way relating
thereto.
17. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86 for a Real
Estate Tax Lien procedure? These statutes provide that tax
sales to private individuals for non-payment of property
taxes on real estate are replaced with a real estate tax
lien procedure under which only a municipality or county
where the property is located or the state may acquire a
tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes.
18. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept
any or all legacies, gifts, grants and subsidies to the
Town in trust or otherwise by any individual or individuals
and to further authorize that the funds may be expended
for the purposes stated or act in any way relating thereto.
19. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply,
negotiate, and do all things necessary to obtain Federal,
State and other assistance as may be available to the Town.
20. To see if the Town will vote to elect a Board of Library
Trustees consisting of five (5) members pursuant to RSA
202:A-G as follows:
At the first election (1989) one (1) trustee shall be
elected for one (1) year, two (2) trustees shall be elected
for two (2) years, and two (2) trustees shall be elected
for three (3) years; thereafter, each year the trustee(3)
shall be elected for a term of three (3) years and until
their successors are electei and qualified.
21. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law. (By Petition) (By Ballot)
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Moderator to
appoint a Budget Committee of six (6) persons pursuant to
RSA 32:2 for the year 1988-89, but commencing with the Town
Meeting of 1989 said members shall be elected pursuant to
RSA 32:2 as follows:
At the first election (1989), two (2) members shall be
elected for one (1) year, two (2) members shall be elected
for two (2) years, and two (2) members shall be elected for
three (3) years; thereafter, each year, members shall be
elected for a term of three (3) years.
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Moderator to
appoint a Budget Committee of six (6) persons pursuant to
RSA 32:2.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) for the dues to
join the Keene Industrial Corporation.
25. To see if the Town will vote to have the Tax Collector's
position be appointed by the Town Manager rather than being
an elected position. The appointment to become effective
upon the completion of the current Tax Collector's term in
March 1990, or prior to that date if this position should
become vacant.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Forty Tliousand Dollars ($40,000.00) for the purpose
of a new sidewalk plow or act in any way related thereto.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) for the purchase
of Equipment to operate the landfill or act in any way
relating thereto.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty-Four Thousand Dollars ($24,000.00) for the
purchase of three (3) new spreaders for the Department of
Public Vtorks or act in any way relating thereto.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) to implement a
voluntary recycling program by July 1, 1988; to implement a
mandatory recycling program by July 1, 1989; and allow the
Selectmen to establish a Recycling Committee of five (5)
members to serve for a period of three (3) years, to work
with the Regional Solid Waste Management District towards
achieving maximum resource recovery and recycling.
30. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept
private donations of land, interest in land or money for
the purposes of contributing to the local matching portion
required for acquiring conservation land or interest in
land and other costs associated therewith for permanent
conservation use under the NH Land Conservation Investment
Program (LCIP) RSA 221-A, and authorize the Selectmen to
apply for and accept the state matching funds under the
LCIP for the purposes of the acquisition of the fee or
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lesser interest in conservation land. Said appropriated
funds and state matching funds may be expended by majority
vote of the conservation commission with the approval of
the Selectmen.
31. To see if the Town will vote to change the method of
appointment of the Board of Adjustment from the Moderator
to the Selectmen.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) to be used for
the reconditioning of a fire truck, or act in any way
relating thereto.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) to be paid to the
Capitol Reserve Fund for future acquisition of Fire
Department Equipment or act in any way relating thereto.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) for the support
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Ambulance Service, or act
in any way relating thereto.
35. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 1 1988 to
the Jaffrey Land Use Plan, as proposed by the Planning
Board?" (By Ballot)
36. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 2 1988,
Flexible Development and Major Residential Development, as
proposed by the Planning Board?" (By Ballot)
37. "Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment to the
Jaffrey Land Use Plan to establish an overlay zoning
district in which Elderly Housing would be allowed by
Special Exception in the Residence A, Residence B,
Commercial and Industrial Districts?" (By Petition) (By
Ballot)
T\^e Planning Board disapproves of this article.
38. To take up any other business that may properly come before
the meeting.
Due to printing deadlines for the Town Report, this Warrant may




THE HOUR OF 9:00 A.M. HAVING ARRIVED, THE MODERATOR, BERNARD J.
HAMPSEY JR. CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER.
THE BALLOT BOXES WERE OPENED, INSPECTED, AND FOUND TO BE EMPTY,
AND THE MODERATOR DECIARED THE POLLS TO BE OPEN UNTIL THE HOUR OF 6:00
P.M.
THE HOUR OF 6:00 P.M. HAVING ARRIVED THE MODERATOR DECLARED THE
POLLS CLOSED, THE BALLOTS WERE COUNTED WITH THE RESULTS BEING:






SET .ECTMAN, THREE YEARS
HCMER J. SAWTELLE 84
FRANKLIN W. STERLING JR. 651**
MODERATOR, THREE YEARS
HERBERT E. BIXLER 259





TAX COLLECTOR, 'mREE YEARS
LISA A. SIROIS
TOWN TREASURER, THREE YEARS
EIAINE E. HAUTANEN 710**
CHIEF ENGINEER, FIRE DEPARTMENT, CSSIE YEAR
DOJALD K. SAX-TTELLE 731**
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS, THREE YEARS
WILLIAM C ARTHUR 673**
WATER COMMISSIONER, THREE YEARS
KENT M. ROYCE 393**
PHILIP A,. TRBMBLAY 307
YES 643 NO 76 CARRIED
YES 504 NO 182 CARRIED
YES 454 NO 220 CARRIED
YES 452 NO 209 CARRIED
YES 167 NO 490 DEFEATED




BERNARD J HAMPSEY 628**
HERBERT BIXLER(WI) 37
SCHOOL BOARD (THREE YEARS) - TWO POSITIONS
LLOYD SODERBERG (WI) 235
LINCA BEAN (WI) 403**
DREW DDUDRIEAU(WI) 358**
KEITH LUSOOMBE (WI) 202
BREAKDOWN OF ELECTICftJ DAY
VOTERS OJ CHECKLIST 2690





NOTE: ** Denotes Elected
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STATE CF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TCWN MEETING WARRANT
To: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of
Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium
in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 10th of March next, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon (polls close at 6:00 p.m.) to vote for
the Town Officers and to act on other questions required by law
to be decided by ballot. Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39:2a
and the vote of the Town at adjourned session of Town Meeting on
March 15, 1979, the business meeting will be recessed until 10:00
a.m., Saturday, March 14, 1987, at which time the Town will act
on all subjects described in the following V7arrant Articles
except for the ballot questions:
1. To choose the following Town Officers:
Selectman for 3 years - FRANKLIN W. STERLING, JR.
^k^derator for 3 years - BERNARD J. HAMPSEY
Chief Engineer of Fire Department for 1 year - DONALD K. SAWTELLE
Water Ccsranissioner for 3 years - KENT M. ROYCE
Town Treasurer for 3 years - ELAINE E. HAUTANEN
Town Clerk for 3 years - BARRY E. SASNER
Tax Collector for 3 years - LISA A. SIROIS
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years - WILLIAM C. ARTHUR
RECESSED UNTIL 14 MARCH, 1987 AT 10:00 A.M.
THE HOUR OF 10:00 A.M. HAVING ARRIVED, THE MODERATOR BERNARD J.
HAMPSEY JR. RECONVENED THE ANNUAL TOVJN MEETING OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
INVOCATION BY REVEREND ROY NELSON.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN ROBERT CH.AMBERLAIN READ A LETTER
FROM OUT GOING SELECTMAN P. EDWARD DESCHENES, WHO WAS UNABLE TO ATTEND
THE TOWN MEETING DUE TO ILLNESS.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN READ A RESOLUTION FOR P. EDWARD DESCHENES.
FRANKLIN W. STERI.ING, JR. READ A RESOLUTION! FOR STEPHEN WELLS, WHO IS
LEAVING THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT.
SELECTMAN ROBERT MITCHELL READ A RESOLUTION FOR FRANKLIN W. STERLING,
JR., THE OUT GOING CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT, AND THE NEWLY
ELECTED SELECTMAN.
WATER COMMISSIONER DONALD K. SAWTELLE READ A RESOLUTION FOR GEORGE
SIROIS, WHO AFTER 22 YEARS OF BEING A WATER COMMISSIONER, IS STEPPING
DOWN.
THE MODERATOR EXPLAINED THE PROCEDURES EDR THE TOWN MEETING AND THAT
THE WARRANT ARTICLES WERE GOING TO BE DONE OUT OF ORDER, AS THE
R.S.A.'S REQUIRE THAT ALL MONEY ARTICLES HAVE TO COME FIRST IN ORDER
OF THE ARTICLES - FIRST ARTICLE # 2 ON THE LIBRARY, THEN ARTICLE #4,
THE BUDGET, AND THEN ARTICLE #5 ON THE WATER WORKS PETITION, AS
REQUIRED BY A SUPERIOR COURT RULING.
2. MOVE that the town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Million Two Hundrel and Seventy Thousand Dollars
(1,270,000.00) for the purpose of constructing an addition
to the Town of Jaffrey Public Library, including
construction plans and specifications, furnishings and
equipment such funds to be raised by the issuance of serial
bonds or notes, not to exceed One Million Two Hundred
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and Seventy Thousand Dollars ($1,270,000.00) under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33.1, et
seq., as amended); and to authorize the Selectmen to sign
such agreements, contracts and other documents as may be
necessary to effect the construction of said addition to
the Jaffrey Public Library; and to authorize the Selectmen
to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and determine
the rate of interest thereon; and to take such other
actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as
shall be in the best interest of the Town; and to allow
the Selectmen to expend any such monies as may become
available from the Federal and or State governments for
such purposes.
AFTER A LENGTHY PRESENTATIOSI AND DISCUSSICN, THE ARTICLE WAS MOVED AND
THE POLLS OPENED AT 11:42 A.M. THE POLLS WERE CLOSED AT 12:44 P.M. AND
THE BALDDTS COUNTED. THE RESULTS BEING:
YES - 255 NO- 154
TOTAL VOTES CAST = 409; PERCENTAGE OF VOTES CAST YES = 62.324%. DID
WfT MEET THE 2/3RDS VOTE NEEDED, ARTICLE 2 DEFEATED.
4. MOVE that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two million, four hundred forty-nine thousand, four hundred
sixty-six dollars and seventy-three cents ($?2, 449, 466.73)
for the current expenditures for the year of 1987, but
apply the revenues which are forthcoming for all sources
when ccanputing the tax rate for the year 1987.
AN AMENDMENT WAS PROPOSED BY CHARLES RICHMOND TO LOWER THE THE BUDGET
BY 15% ($367,000.00). AFTER DISCUSSION BALLOTS WERE PASSED OUT AND
THE POLLS OPENED. THE POLLS CLOSED AND THE RESULTS WERE AS FOLLOWS:
YES-60 NO-210 AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 4 DEFEATED.
MR. HERBERT BIXLER MOVED THE ARTICLE, THE POLLS OPENED, ALL PRESENT
VOTED, AND THE POLLS CLOSED, THE RESULT BEING:
YES-222 NO-35 ARTICLE 4 WAS CARRIED.
5. "Are you in favor of the Town continuing to have a Water
Works Department as previously operated by the Town
pursuant to the enabling legislation passed by the New
Hampshire legislature in 1901, said Department to be
operated in the same manner as previously and with the same
Board of Water Commissioners as previously elected and in
accordance with any Town by-laws; provided, however, that
the Town Manager shall have access to all of the
Department's books and papers for any information necessary
for the proper performance of his duties?" This article
clarifies the vote taken at the 1986 Town Meeting when the
Town voted to adopt the Town Manager Plan. (By Petition)
AFTER LENGTHY DISCUSSION, THE ARTICLE WAS MOVED BY OWEN HOUGHTON AT
3:08 P.M.
THE SPECIAL PRINTED BALLOT WAS USED, AND THE POLLS WERE OPENED BY THE
MODERATOR AT 3:15 P.M.
AS PER A SUPERIOR COURT ORDER, THE POLLS WERE TO BE OPEN FOR THE TIME
PERIOD OF THREE HOURS, AND OTHER ARTICLES COULD BE ACTED UPON WHILE
THE POLLS WERE OPEN. TflE POLLS VffiRE OPEN FOR THE THREE HOURS, AbTD THE
MODERATOR DECLARED THEM CLOSED AT 6:18 P.M., THE RESULT BEING:
YES-169 NO-189 THE ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
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3. MOVE that all reports except that of the Budget Committee
be accepted as read.
MOTION CARRIED
6. To see if the Town will accept as a public higliway one (1)
road in the Monadnock View Park Subdivision known as
Vincente Road, fifty (50*) in width and one thousand two
hundred and sixty (1260') +/- in length as shown in a
certain plan entitles "Monadnock View Park, Subdivision of
land in Jaffrey, New Hampshire" owned by William H., Jr.
and Miran A. Gibbons, Scale 1"=50', dated ^ril 1, 1977 and
revised July 29, 1977, and which plan is recorded at the
Cheshire County Registry of Deeds, on condition the the
said road be brought up to the standards as provided in the
Town of Jaffrey Rules and Regulations to Control
Subdivisions and a surity bond satisfactory to the Town of
Jaffrey be provided in order to guarantee satisfaction of
upgrading the road as required.
ARTICLE WAS PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
7. To see if the Town will accept as a public highway one (1)
road in the Sherwood Forest Subdivision known as Sherwood
Lane, fifty (50') in width and six hundred (600') +/- in
length, as shown in a certain plan entitled "Plan of
Sherwood, a subdivision in Jaffrey, New Hampshire" Plan 1,
Scale 1"=100', March 12, 1985, prepared by Vorce, Soney and
Associates, Inc., and which plan is recorded at the
Cheshire Registry of Deeds being Plan Roll No. 1168 in
cabinet 6-159. (By Petition)
ARTICLE WAS PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
8. To see if the Town will accept as a public highway one (1)
road in the Evergreen Subdivision known as Evergreen Lane,
fifty (50') in width and three hundred and sixty (360')+/-
in length, as shown on a certain plan entitled "Plan of
Evergreen, a subdivision in Jaffrey" Scale 1"=80', dated
January 11, 1984, prepared by Vorce, Soney and Associates,
Inc., and which plan is recorded at the Cheshire Registry
of Deeds.
ARTICLE WAS PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an
amount not to exceed One Hundred Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($115,000) for the purpose of purchasing a grader with a
wing plow or act in anyway relating thereto.
MOTICW CARRIED
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an
amount not to exceed Forty-Five Thousand Dollars ($45,000)
to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for the Attack
Truck for the Fire Department, or act in any way relating
thereto.
MOTIOSl CARRIED
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to continue the
last stage of the reconstruction of Dublin Road to State
standards for Class II roads beginning at the end of last
year's construction and continuing southerly for about
16
3,800 lineal feet to the entrance of the Poole Road, or act
in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
12. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Town Clerk a fixed
annual compensation in lieu of statutory fees (R.S.A.
41:33) in the amount of $16,000.00 and an additional
$2,500.00 for the voluntary participation in the Motor
Vehicle Agent Program (R.S.A. 261:74-d) to take affect upon
the adoption of this article, or act in any way relating
thereto
.
DEFEATED YES/NO BALDDT YES-41 NO-156
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 5:30 P.M. MARCH 14, 1987 UNTIL 10:00 A.M. MARCH
21, 1987.
13. To see whether or not the Town will vote to adopt the
ordinances and regulations, together with a change of
numbering, titling and formatting thereof, the entire texts
of which are as published by General Code Publishers Corp.
in "Tlie Code of the Town of Jaffrey" on file with the Town
Clerk, effective on passage.
MOTION CARRIED
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for the
purpose of removing and replacing the underground fuel
storage tanks for gasoline at the Town Office and DPW
garage with a new State and EPA approved 2,000 gallon tank
and pump system, or act in anyway relating thereto.
MOTICXT CARRIED
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Forty Tliousand Dollars ($40,000) to be paid in the
Capital Reserve Fund for the base mapping of the Town of
Jaffrey.
MOTION CARRIED
16. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to expand
from the Revenue Sharing Account a sum of money not to
exceed Fifty One Thousand Two Hundred Sixty Seven dollars
and Ninety Cents ($51,267.90) for the purpose of purchasing
the following equipment and materials for the use of the
Town Departments as indicated below:
Computers and related costs - $51,267.90
MOTION CARRIED
17. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate Sixteen
Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($16,600) for the consulting
research, revision and printing of the Jaffrey Master Plan.
MOTION CARRIED
18. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Land Management
Trust for all monies realized from the management of Town
forest lands. These monies and interest to b? used in the
management of Town forest lands.
MOTIOvI CARRIED
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19. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen to
renew the agreement with the Jaffrey Woman's Club about our
clock located on the roof of the Jaffrey Woman's Club.
Said agreement will include Town insurance and maintenance
of said clock.
MOTIOSI CARRIED
20. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to rewire the Town Office
building.
MOTION CARRIED
21. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the discharge of
firearms within 1500 feet of an occupied dwelling
surrounding the area known as "Cheshire Pond." (By
Petition)
APPRCVED YES/NO BALLOT YES-96 NO-64
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) for the support of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars Amlxalance Service, or act in any
way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
23. To list in the annual town report the full salaries and
benefits of each of the employees of the Town of Jaffrey,
the J-R school department and the Supervisory Union. (By
Petition)
ARTICLE PASSED OVER
24. To see if the Town of Jaffrey will raise and appropriate
the sum of One Thouscind Dollars ($1,000) for the Monadnock
Community Day Care Center, a non-profit institution. (By
Petition)
MOTION CARRIED
25. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of Thirteen
Thousand Two Hundred and Forty Eight Dollars ($13,248) to
Home Health Care and Community Services to support the
continuance of health services now being provided on behalf
of the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse Association. (By
Petition)
MOTION CARRIED
26. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety Two Dollars ($3,592) to
the Monadnock Family Mental Health Service for continuing
support of that community mental health facility. (By
Petition)
MOTION CARRIED
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its 1986
appropriation, said funds to be placed in a special
coaservation fund in accordance with RSA 36-a:5, or act in
any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
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28. Tb see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the
Town in anticipation of taxes.
MOTION CARRIED
29. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of 2
1/2% for real estate taxes paid within 15 days of the
postmarked date of the tax bill, or act in any way relating
thereto.
MOTIOSI CARRIED
30. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
sell at public auction property acquired or property which
may be acquired by tax sale, such public auction to be held
after being advertised in a local weekly newspaper for
three sucessive weeks.
MOTICXJ CARRIED
31. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept
any or all legacies, gifts, grants and subsidies to the
Town in trust or otherwise by any individual or individuals
and to further authorize that the funds may be expended
for the purposes stated or act in any way relating thereto.
M0TIC8SI CARRIED
32. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply,
negotiate, and do all things necessary to obtain Federal,
State and other assistance as may be available to the Town.
NDTiaSI CARRIED
33. "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the
adjusted elderly exemptions from property tax? These
statutes provide for the following exemptions, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers: for a person 65
years of age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a person 75 years
of age up to 80 years, $15,000; for a person 80 years of
age or older, $20,000. To qualify, the person must have
been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate
is owned by his spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net
income of less than $10,000 or if married, a combined net
income of less than $12,000, and own net assets of $30,000
or less, excluding the value of the person's residence."
(By Ballot)
CARRIED YES/NO VOTE YES-643 NO-76
34. Are you in favor of amending the Jaffrey Land Use Plan to
include a Growth Management provision (RSA 674:22), as
proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board? (By Ballot)
CARRIED YES/NO VOTE YES-504 NO-182
35. Are you in favor of rezoning the Historic District
from Rural to Residence A, as proposed by the Planning
Board and the Historic District Commission? (By Ballot)
CARRIED YES/NO VOTE YES-454 NO-220
36. Are you in favor of changing the penalty for a violation
of the Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance from $10
19
per day to $100 per day as proposed by the Planning Board
and the Conservation Commission? (By Ballot)
CARRIED YES/NO VOTE YES-452 NO-209
37. Are you in favor of rezoning from Residence A District
(Central) to Residence B a certain tract of land situated
on the northerly side of Gilmore Pond Road generally
described as follows: "From a point 500' west of River
Street, at the beginning of the Residence A District, and
continuing in a westerly direction along Gilmore Pond Road
to the intersection of Highland Avenue Extension; thence
northerly on Highland Avenue Extension to the northwest
corner of the Roy land; thence easterly along Roy land
along a stone wall to a junction of walls at land of
Richard W. & Madelyn L. Lambert; thence southerly along
Lambert Land to land now or formerly of H. Harvey, Inc.;
thence continuing in a southerly direction to the point of
beginning on Gilmore Pond Road?" (By Petition) (By Ballot)
The Planning Board disapproves of this article.
DEFEATED YES/NO VOTE YES-167 NO-490
38. To take up any other business that may properlycome
before the meeting.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 12:30 P.M. MARCH 21,1987.






January 1987 found Selectmen Robert M. Chamberlain, P. Edward
Desclienes, and Robert V. Mitchell working with the Town Manager,
Donald T. Rich, on the budget process and presentation for the 1987
Annual Town Report. Selectman Deschenes decided not to run for a
second term.
A new Dog Officer was appointed in January. Mr. Lawrence Harris was
the Dog Officer until the latter part of August, then resigned. The
Police have been filling the vacated position because we have been
unable to hire a new Dog Officer.
We passed a "No Smoking" Ordinance effective February 2, 1987 for Town
owned buildings. This allows our citizens to enjoy an almost smoke
free atmosphere. However, there still remains some smoke coming from
the smoking areas. Our latest test revealed a measurement of eight
(8) for carbon dioxide in the "No Smoking" areas. This still is too
high and only strict enforcement will lower the level of carbon
monoxide and tars.
There was an oil spill into the Contoocook River in February. This
was quickly cleaned up with the state supervising and the spiller
paying the costs.
Meetings were held in Peterborough about District Court consolidation.
The State passed legislation allowing courts from different counties
to consolidate. Within the next few years the state will be building
a new court house in our area to house the consolidated Jaffrey and
Peterborough court systems.
Stumps in the riverbed of the Mountain Stream were cut down in
February and March. This was done by volunteers organized and led by
Franklin Sterling. The Mountain Stream Resevoir Dam was closed this
summer after flash boards were installed. The level of the water was
allowed to rise to 1019 Mean Sea Level (MSL) to test the flash boards.
After the successful test three (3) feet of flash boards were removed
to allow the water to be stabilized at 1016 MSL which will be the
normal level. The pond will have to be dropped one more time in 1988
to repair rail guides. New rail guides are required to open and close
the dam gate. After the repair, we hope to stock the pond to provide
excellent fishing. The Town has water rights to 1022 MSL.
The children from the fourth grade attended a mock Selectmen's meeting
we had proposed in March. The children liad their questions to ask and
we all had an enjoyable hour or so. "Thanks, Grade Four".
The Boston and Maine Railroad bed in Jaffrey and Rindge has not been
purchase^l yet by the state. The Department of Transportation is still
working on the purchase. We are working with the state to lease the
railroad bed at a nominal fee for use by the Town. We hope to use
grant money for any contemplated uses of the railroad bed.
The Tri-Town Groundwater Protection Project's final report was
submitted to the Town. We have the report and the Planning Board will
use the map and report in the Master Plan update.
The Capital Improvement Plan was sent to the Offices of State
Planning.
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Mr. Franklin Sterling was elected as your new Selectman at the March
Town Meeting. He stated that he was able to take on the task of
Selectman because the Town has a Manager. We believe that having a
Town Manager will allow others to seek this elected office who
otherwise would not be able to do so.
On March 18, 1987 the Selectmen's Meetings changed to Wednesday
evenings at 7:30 PM. It was hoped that this would allow better
participation by the townspeople. There has been no change in
attendance. The meetings will continue to be in the evenings.
Mr. David Kent was hired to be the Town Forester. He proposed a plan
for managing our town forest lands. Any pay Mr. David Kent receives
in 1988 will come from sales from the management of our forests.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) began its photography
and mapping this summer. Grant money from the Federal Government is
paying for this project. VThen the project is finished, the flood
zones in Jaf frey will be precisely delineated and will be incorporated
into the Master Plan and Ordinance.
Cartographic Associates, Inc. was hired to prepare our new Tax Maps.
Funding for the beginning of this project was provided by passage of
Article 14 at the Town Meeting. The photography was flown this summer
and preparation of some of the maps has begun. Further funding to
complete this project will be required at the 1988 Town Meeting.
The survey to find out how many people were residents of Jaffrey began
after the 1987 Inventory forms were received. This was an in-house
project and no funding was involved. The survey established by
address that Jaffrey had 5020 people. Mr. Rich presented this
information in person to the Office of State Planning to show them
that their estimate of 4400 was in error. Some monies received from
the state are based on population. This will ensure that Jaffrey
receives all of the funds it should receive from the State.
In June, the One Hour Parking Ordinance was enforced in downtown
Jaffrey after businesses complained that people could not find a place
to park. In December we received a petition to discontinue one hour
parking in downtown Jaffrey. The petition is under study. One day
Jaffrey will have to face the need for a municipal parking lot on the
west side of the Contoocook River. A municipal parking lot on the
east side of the river will be provided when the state does the
downtown improvements (the first phase of the Route 202 thru-pass).
It is expected that Public Hearings will take place in 1988 on these
improvements. As you know, one million dollars has been appropriated
for this by the state. The second phase (Blake Street to Red Dam) of
the Route 202 thru-pass now has been placed on the state's ten year
plan. Continued emphasis will be needed to get the second phase into
the five year plan and funded.
An Ordinance restricting parking on the east side of Grove Street was
pa3sa<3 by the Selectmen to ensure that the fire department, police and
ambulance service could have passage down that street during
activities at the Conant Ball Field.
The Town of Jaffrey entered into a contract (two years) with Mr.
Edward Cutter to take gravel from his property. This contract will
provide a cost saving to the Town.
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A Tree Farm was established on Town land, near the sewer lagoons, to
provide replacement trees to the Town. The idea was provided to the
Selectmen by Mr. Bissell Alderman. The trees will be purchased by
voluntary action.
Sewer revenues and costs were studied. After complete examination of
both, Mr. Rich proposed no sewer rate increases in 1987 to the
Selectmen. Based on Mr. Rich's presentation, the rates were not
increased. We hope to stabilize the sewer rates with innovative
ideas
.
With the approval of the Selectmen, Mount Monadnock has been
designated a National Landmark by the US Department of Interior.
Map 1 Lot 14, Town land on the south side, near the top of Mount
Monadnock has the White Arrow Trail running through it. A legal
document is being prepared so that the State may enter the property to
maintain the trail.
Meetings with Rindge, consisting of Selectmen, School Board and
Planning Boards were started in the late fall. The purpose of these
meetings is to see how we can all cooperate to ensure our taxpayers
are getting the most for their dollar.
The new police chief, David Barrett, was sworn in by Barry Sasner on
August 28, 1987. Mr. Barrett came to Jaffrey with a history of
providing to Towns a police force that serves the Town's needs. We
expect a great deal from Mr. Barrett and we hope that he will meet the
challenge.
In 1987 the funding by grant for sewers from Federal resources came to
a halt. The Clean Water Act was not signed. The state will still
provide twenty percent (20%) of the eligible funding. Easy loans will
be available from the Federal Government. NH Senate Bill 212 was
passed this year which caused drop-out money (money not used in
another town's/cities sewer projects) to be returned to the NH General
Fund. Prior to this, Jaffrey had been able to get some of the money
to upgrade our sewers. What we have left is Contract #4, Cross Street
Pumping Station, Contract #2, River Street Pumping Station, Contract
#6, Lacy Road and Contract #7, Squantum Road. The upgrading of our
sewer system is at an end unless the Town can come up with innovative
ideas. Some are: 1) Allow Woodbound Inn into the Jaffrey Sewer system
with them funding the sewer construction on Contoocodk Road and Hunt
Road, building a pumping station, Bant Road and building a new lagoon.
This would do part of Contract #7. 2) The River Street Pumping
Station, Cross Street Pumping Station, Lacy Road and the rest of
Contract #7 must be funded by any developer wishing to use the sewer
system. The sewer user and the taxpayer cannot afford to pay for
further upgrades of our system with the new rules now imposed by the
State and Federal governments.
The Contoocook Lake Association has been working on the problem of
weeds in Contoocook Lake. Each beach owner is being asked for $600.00
to help get rid of the weeds before the lake is damaged. Jaffrey owns
a b3ach and the Selectmen voted to pay the $600.00.
Mr. Barry Sasner, Town Clerk, died on August 31, 1987. The Town
mournei his death. He was one of the best, of which there are so few.
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Mr. Robert Stephenson volunteered to head the volunteer committee to
improve the Village Cemetery and see if it could be brought back to an
active cemetery. They have had work sessions of volunteers. Most of
the broken headstones have been removed and are being stored under
cover for the winter. It has been said that you can tell a lot about
a town by the way it takes care of its cemeteries. Jaffrey cares.
Mr. Rich and Mr. Saunders have been working with the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) to raise the water rates in Rindge to parity with
the Jaffrey rates. We may need help from our Representatives and
Senator to get the PUC to change some of its rules.
Preliminary work has been done by Selectman Mitchell to change the
Jaffrey street lights to a more cost effective system. Four (4) new
lights are on display. The cost of these lights will be addressed in
a Warrant Article at the Town Meeting in March 1988. If the article
passes the Town will be eligible for 15% of the cost to be paid by an
Exxon Lighting Grant. Replacing these lights has an up front cost
with a long term saving. We should be able to cut our street light
electricity cost by one half once these lights are installed.
The problem of seasonal homes and roads being upgraded to yeeir-round
homes and roads is being addressed by the State and by Jaffrey. The
septic systems of these homes must meet the same standards as newly
built homes. The initial cost of upgrading a Class V seasonal road to
a year-round Class V road must be paid by the owner/developer, not by
the taxpayer.
Millipore has installed its sewer system from Millipore to the
lagoons. The Town has not as yet accepted this new sewer system.
h questionnaire was sent out by the Selectmen with the Sounding Board
•questionnaire. We had 704 returned:
1. Should the Town adopt a recycling program to reduce waste
tonnage into our Town Landfill and eventually into the
regional landfill?
YES - 589 NO - 86 NO ANSWER - 29
2. To help with budgetary planning and control, should all Town
employees be given equal pay for equal work and education?
YES - 279 NO - 373 NO ANSV^7ER - 52
3. Do you desire a real Town by-pass instead of the presently
proposed thru-pass?
YES - 311_ NO - 34]^ NO ANSWER - 52
4. Should the Town accept the Woodbound Development sewer into
the Jaffrey Sewer system?
YES - 479 NO - 181_ NO ANSWER - 44
We wish to thank those who participated.
Witt Hill Road will, in part, be upgraded from a seasonal road to a
year round road. Costs of the road will be borne by the developer and
the town will upgrade the entrance to RDute 124.
Th2 new Town Clerk, Maria A. Whitney, was sworn in on October 22,
1987. She is making great strides in bringing the office back to full
function.
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The Board of Adjustment is now being appointed by Mr. Bernard Hampsey,
Town Moderator.
The Conservation Commission is working with the State on the
conservation of land in Jaffrey. Seven (7) million dollars of
matching money is available from the State. A Warrant Article will be
prepared in an attempt to get some of this money.
In 1988 we hope to be able to address the cross connecting of our
water systems from downtown Jaffrey and Poole Etond. Presently a fire
pjmping truck has to pump water to the west side of Town if anything
happens to Poole Pond. A cross connecting station would be a better
way of providing water to users in the western part of Jaffrey. It is
not intended to mix water sources but to make it easier to handle
water emergencies.
We have been investigating the need for a Code Enforcement Officer.
Mr. Rich made contact with Rindge to see if they would share one.
They said no. We cire now working with New Ipswich.
Mr. Roy Stone came to the Selectmen to discuss the NH Municipal Budget
Act (MBA) to see if we would support a Warrant Article. We said that
we would research the idea but at that time we saw no difference in
the MBA and the way the present budget committee was handled. His
concern was that they had no real authority. Mr. John Durr,
Department of Revenue Administration, met with the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee to explain the NH MBA. After the discussion and
further research the Selectmen say that that if the Town wants the MBA
the Selectmen have no problem with its enactment. However, the
Selectmen feel that the Budget Committee should be elected by the
people not appointed by the Town Moderator. Mr. Richmond came in on
December 30 with a petition Article for the NH MBA.
A piece of land taken by tax deeding was sold to Mr. John A. Given.
Town Counsel, David Tower, advised the Selectmen an auction was not
necessary as the Planning Board had made a stipulation when this
landlocked piece of property was subdivided that only the abutter to
the land could purchase it. The land will now produce tax revenue for
the Town.
The Trustees of the Library will be elected at Town Meeting 1989.
Review of the current law and its July 1 1987 update requires election
by 1991.
The Keene Industrial Development Corporation came to the December 23,
1987 Selectmen's Meeting to explain their role in Cheshire County.
Tliey try to get industry for a Town by knowing what vacant buildings
and lands are available. Further study is required before Town
Meeting.
Jaffrey is one of twenty-two (22) towns in the Southwest Solid Waste
Management District. The District is responsible for establishing a
regional landfill of adequate size to accommodate the membership.
After four (4) years of searching, testing and evaluating, a site in
Winchester, NH was selected. The District coordinated an option to
buy the property in June 1987. The entire town of Winchester has been
vehemently opposed to construction of this landfill and future
construction of an abutting Waste to Energy Plant.
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In December 1987, surface and subsurface water contamination was
discovered on the site. All activities, engineering design,
permitting, negotiating purchase and preparing financing have ceased.
With the Winchester site becoming unacceptable, the District must re-
initiate its search for an acceptable site.
Jaf frey was one of the twelve (12) sites reviewed earlier for final
consideration and will undoubtedly be scrutinized again for its degree
of acceptability as a regional landfill.
With the increased tonnage of materials into the waste stream and a
decrease in available landfill space, recycling of various items
becomes necessary. It will become increasingly important, actually
imperative, if and when Jaffrey is ordered to close its landfill.
With the advent of a regional landfill and the closure of Jaf frey's
landfill, every ton of recyclables removed from the waste stream
reduces over the road hauling costs as well as tipping fees at the
landfill.
Jaffrey has initiated action to establish a recycling program in
1988/1989. Coordination has been initiated with the Selectmen of
Dublin and Fitzwilliam, the two Towns that are currently under
contract to use the Jaffrey landfill.
An article for the Town Warrant has been written proposing funding for
construction of a recycling center during 1988.
The nucleus of a recycling committee is being formed. Problem areas
and proposed recyclables are being reviewed with a target goal of
volunteer recycling established by July 1988 and mandatory recycling
effective July 1, 1989.
Tliis year we have had Building Permits for twenty seven (27) single
houses and for zero (0) apartments for a total of living units. A
total of twenty seven (27) one hundred sixty (160) Building Permits
for all structures was approved by the Selectmen.
The Selectmen wish to thank all Town employees for their dedication
and hard work. Mr. Rich, our Town Manager, has provided the expertise
to run the Town government in 1987.
We also wish to thank all the interested citizens of Jaffrey. Your
support with the Selectmen's Survey, your concerns about Jaffrey and
your volunteering to participate in different activities to improve
town government makes the Selectmen proud to serve you.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN, JAFFREY, NH
Robert M. Chambf^rlain, Chairman
Robert V. Mitchell Franklin W. Sterling, Jr.
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BUDGET - TOWN OF JAFFREY , NH















1 Town Officers Salary 81,206.00 78,993.69 178,606.00
2 Town Officers Expenses 32,820.00 34.635.80 57.274.00
3 Election and Flegistration Expenses 6.312.50 5,195.67 4.945.00
4 Cemeteries 27,400.00 27,477.21 34,718.00
5 General Government Buildings 16,145.00 17,687.55 10,000.00
6 Reappraisal of Property
7 Planning and Zoning & Historic District 5.928.00 6.345.96 11,616.00
8 Legal Expenses 9,000.00 8,160.00 10,000.00
9 Advertising and Regional Association
10 Contingency Fund





15 Police Department 300,035.00 284,839.84 320,046.00







HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23 Town Maintenance 311,809.00 314,941.48 78,600.00
24 General Highway Department Expenses 106,521.00 102,342.53 426.740.00
25 Street Lighting 38,100.00 36,950.35 46,000.00













37 Health Department 1.000.00 778.85 1,000.00
38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control 2,600.00 1,870.58 2,600.00





44 General Assistance 30.000.00 30,000.00 10.500.00
45 Old Age Assistance























49 Library 46,016.00 44,586.62 45,113.00
50 Parks and Recreation 76,524.00 74,217.14 85,112.00
51 Patriotic Purposes 650.00 650.00 650.00






57 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 88.625.00 63.625.00 139.625.00
58 Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 56.097.00 16,176.87 96.951.15
59 Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 85.000.00 83,781.40 96.000.00









67 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
68
69 Tax Billing 2,600.00 1,558.18 -
70 Rindge, NH Taxes 2,000.00 1,913.12 2,300.00






76 Municipal Water Department
77 Municipal Sewer Department
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 PICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 77.000.00 65.333.00 76.333.00
80 Insurance 107.991.00 108.693.42 146.800.00
81 Unemployment Compensation 3.000.00 3.159.26 3.200.00
82 Probation Officer 14,000.00 14,000.00 15,215.00
83 Blue Cross 56.667.00 60,913.83 69.540.00
84
85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,693,086.50 1,594,542.46 2,449,466.73
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY . N.H.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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86 Resident Taxes 20,000.00 21,490.00 20,000.00
87 National Bank Stock Taxes 50.00 55.80 50.00|
88 Yield Taxes 4,000.00 10,729.88 1,000.00




INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
93 Shared Revenue -Block Grant 275.000.00 285.229.63 285.000.00
94 Highway Block Grant 69.004.66 69,004.66 79,439.00
l.OC95 Railroad Tax 1.41 i.n
96 Slate Aid Water Pollution Project 132,546.00 99,098.00 128. 922. OC
97 Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 400.00 475.94 301. OC
98 Other Reimbursements
99 Landfill - Dublin & Fltzwilliam 23.000.00 24.482.10 23.000.0C
100 Recreation Land 2,500.00 435.97
101
102







108 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 225,000.00 308,055.00 275,000.00
109 Dog Licenses 1,000.00 1,329.95 1,000.00
1 1 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 800.00 1,440.00 1,000.00




1 1 4 Income from Departments 75,000.00 56,115.85 75,000.00






120 Interest of Deposits 75.000.00 67.403.09 60.000.00






1 26 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
1 27 income from Water and Sewer Departments 160,000.00 233,506.65 lbO.000.00
1 28 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve




133 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,134,749.03 1,266,135.89 I. 135. 313. QQ
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FORM MS-5
n 1-30-871 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




(For the Year Ending December 31,1 987;
June 30, 1988)
(Please correct name and address label, including ZIP Code)
Data supplied in this report will be used by the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration,
State Agencies and public interest groups, and by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Your government will no






State of New Hampshire
. Department of Revenue Administration
i Municipal Services Division
' P.O. Box 457
Concord, NH 03301
Telephone: (603) 271-3397
201^1 TAXES - ALL FUNDS
A. TAXES
1. Property taxes - current year (19871
Amount — Omit cents
^ 4,357,387
2. Property taxes - collected in advance
3. Resident taxes — current year (1987) 21,790
4. Resident taxes - collected in advance Bo^t Taxes 871
5. National bank stock taxes — current year ( 1 987} 54
6. Yield taxes - current year 1 1 987) 5,088
7. Property and yield taxes — previous years 1,787,810
8. Resident taxes — previous years 2,160
9. Land use change tax — current and prior years U,560
10. Interest and penalties on taxes
19,259
11. Tax sales redeemed 91,874
12. Motor vehicle permit fees 369,352
1 3. Total taxes collected and ramHtod to treasurer 6,667,205
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
1. Dog licenses 1 ,283
2. Business licenses, permits and filing fees 2,775
3. All other licenses, permits and fees
4. Total ^ 4,058
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ISIIH INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1. Revenue sharing grants and interest
Amount — Omit cents
i
2. Federal grants for education
B21
3. Federal housing and urban renewal
B50
4. All other Federal grants — Attach schedule
BBS
5. Total 1~
B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Shared revenue 285,230





4. State aid water pollution projects
083
141,508









C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS




ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfer*)
1. Water supply system charges





4. Garbage-refuse collection charges
A81






8. Municipal housing project rentals
ABO
9. Sale of cemetery lots
A03
10. Rent of city/town property
AB9
1 1 . Payments in lieu of taxes — other governments
U99
2,839
12. Payments in lieu of taxes — nongovernmental sources
U99
13. Other sales and service charges Landfill
A89
49,974
14. Total ^ 454,250
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•gllU^ MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES -ALL FUNDS
(Exclude transfers)
1. Sale of city/town property




3. Interest on investments
U20
60,073
4. Rents and royalties
U40
5. Withdrawals from capital reserve funds
U06
66,491





1 . Proceeds of long term notes
2. Proceeds of bond issues
U05
3. Other financing sources - Attach schedule
U07
4. Total *-
mmvi^ NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS -ALL FUNDS
(Exclude transfers)
1, Tax anticipation notes
U08
1.400,000
2. Loans in anticipation of bond issues
U09
3. Loans in anticipation of long term notes
U03
4. Loans in anticipation of Federal aid
U12
E. Loans in anticipation of State aid
U13
6. Yield tax security deposits
U14








(Report payments to other governments in part XI ontyl











1. Town officer salaries
£29
2. Town officer expenses
£29 G29 F29














7. Reappraisal of property 1,711
G23 F23












11. Advertising and regional association
£89 G89 F89





































6. Private transit subsidies
E47
D. SANITATION
1. Solid waste disposal
"0 167,753 GBO F80





(Report payments to other governments in part XI only)



























1. Aid to disabled
E67






5. Medical vendor payments
E74






















1. Principal long term bonds and notes
200
139.625




3. Interest on water utility debt
191
4. Interest on electric utility debt
192
5. Interest-tax anticipation notes
189
64,787
6. Fiscal charges on debt
E23
1. OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT












3. Other operating transfers 228
34
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Continued
(Report payments to other governments in part XI only!










1. Municipal water utility
118,146
G91 F91
2. Water utility depreciation
215
J
3. Municipal electric utility
E92 G92 F92
4. Electric utility depreciation
214




6. Sewer system depreciation
227
K. MISCELLANEOUS





















1 . Payments — tax anticipation notes
216
3,180,000
2. Taxes bought by city/town
217
92,274
3. Discounts, abatements, refunds
218
70,233
4. Payments to trustees of trust funds (new trust funds)
219
5. Payment - lien for elderly R.S.A. 72;38A
220
6. Refund and payment — yield tax escrow
221























{Report payments to other governments in part XI only)









M. PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
1. To State — dog license and marriage licenses
222
245
2. Taxes paid to county 408,883
3. Payments to precincts
234
4. Taxes paid to school district 1 986 1 ); 1 987 { )
T, 905, 255
5. Total payments for all purposes 5 10,080,069 $ 5













(As of December 31,1 987 or June 30, 1 988)










> B. Bonds outstanding — Uat separately
\ 1. First National Bank 1969 Water 15,000
Conn National Bank 1969





3. Conn National Bank 1985 Sewer 1,440,000
4. Conn National Bank 1985 Sewer 220,000
5. Conn National Bank 1986 Sewer 535,000
2,866,875
TOTAL LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS - 1 2/31/87 or 6/30/8B - Sum of lines j
2,866,875
* Usecode "S" for sewer bonds: "W" for water bonds; "G" for general purpose bonds.
|
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at the beginning of
this fiscal year







Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at beginning of fiscal year
Short-term (TAN'S) debt outstanding at end of fiscal year
INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES
Report payments made to the State or other local governments on a reimbursement or cost-sharing
basis. Do not Include these expenditures in part IV.
Purpose
All other — county
All other — towns
Amount paid to other local governments
All other purposes
li-JBI!tiB ctAiapiggaiunwAnFg
Amount paid to the State
Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before
deductions for social security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries and wages paid
to employees of any utility owned and operated by your government, as well as
salaries and wages of city employees charged to construction projects. These
amounts may be taken form the W3 form filed by your government for the year
ended December 31, 1987.
issanr
973,077
CASH AND INVESTMENTS AT END OF THIS FISCAL YEAR
Held in bond construction funds Held in all other funds
1 hand, CD's, time. 723,428
i of U.S. Treasury.
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(As of December 31,1 987; June 30, 1 9881
Name of city
Description
Give value on basis of cost. If no records have been kept, make careful
inventory and appraisal of all property belonging to tfie town.
Value
la. City/town hall, lands and buildings 232,400
b. Furniture and equipment 117,000
2a. Libraries, lands and buildings 226,000
b. Furniture and equipment 250,000
3a. Police Department, lands and buildings 69,250
b. Equipment 30,000
c. Parking meters
4a. Fire Department, lands and buildings
440,150
b. Equipment
6a. Highway department, lands and buildings 273,100
b. Equipment
324,000
c. Materials and supplies
6. Parks, commons and playgrounds
582,300
7. Water supply facilities, if owned by city/town
8. Sewer plant and facilities, if owned by city/town 3,677,750
9. Schools, lands and buildings, equipment
6,075,900
10. Airports, if owned by city/town
230,400
11. All lands and buildings acquired through tax collector's deeds — Give assessed valuation













As of December 31,1 987, June 30, 1 988
200 Cash
201 Alt funds in custody of treasurer (Attach supporting schedule) 723,428
202 In hands of officials tAttach supporting schedule}
203 Investments (Attach supporting schedule)
204
205
206 TOTALCASH 723,428 | '\
207 Fire Truck 45,000




212 85,000 1 1
213 Accounts due to the city/town
214 Due from State





220 Flood Emergency Act 114,523
221
222
223 Lien for the elderly IR.S.A. 72:38-A) (Offsets similar liability account)
224 Water Dept 61,300







232 Total accounts due to the city 406,58311
233 Unredeemed taxes — From tax sale on account of
—
234 (a) Levy of 1986 47,412
235 (b) Levy of 1985
236 Id Levy of 1984
237 Id) Previous years 20,654
238 Total unredeemed taxes 68,066 |
|
239 Uncollected taxes — Including all taxes
240 (a) Levy of 1987 474,231
241 lb) Levy of 1986
242 Ic) Levy of 1985
243 (d) Previous years
244 le) Uncollected sewer rents assessments (Offset similar liability account)
245 Total uncollected taxes . 474,231
246 Total assets - Sum of lines 206+212 + 232 + 238 +245 1,757, 308
247 Fund balance-current deficit (Excess of liabilities over assets)
248 GRAND TOTAL- Sum of lines 246 and 247 1 ,757 ,308
249 Fund balance - December 31 . 1 986 (June 30, 1 987) 429,687
250 Fund balance - December31, 1987 (June 30, 1988) 91,310







As of December 31 , 1 987, June 30, 1 988
300 Accounts owed by the city/town
301 Accounts payable - Anach schedule
302 Unexpended balances of special appropriations — Attach schedule 126,300
303 Unexpended balances of bond and note funds — Attach schedule
304 Sewer fund
305 Parking meter fund
il06 Unexpended revenue sharing funds 13,372
307 Unexpended law enforcenneni assistance funds
U08 Unexpended State highway subsidy funds
§09 Performance guarantee (bond) deposits
310 Uncollected sewer rents/assessments (Offsets similar asset account)
311
312
313 Due to Slate
314





320 Yield tax deposits lEscrow account)
321 County taxes payable
322 Precincts taxes payable
323 School district(s) Tax{es} payable 1,441,206
324







332 Other liabilities - Attach schedule
333 Property taxes collected in advance
33S
Lien for the elderly (Offsets similar asset account)
Capitol Reserve 85,000
33SJ
337 Total accounts owed by the city 1 , 6 6 5 , 9 9 8 1 |
328
1
339 Slate and city joint highway consttuction accounts
LJ'""
(a) Unexpended balance in State treasury
1 'l41
I
:bl Unexpended balance in city treasury
' 1(4 2 1 Total of State and city joint highway construction account
1 343; TotaHiabiitle»- Sum of rtnos 337+ 342 1,665,998
,





347 GRAND TOTAL- Sum of lines 343 and 344
1 , 757 , 308
NOTE ^ Do not include outstanding long term indebtedness among liabilities on this page. Such debt must be reported on pages 7 and 8.
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
BALANCE SHEET
1986 1986 1987 1987
Debit Credit Debit Credit
Cash ?1,,109,914 $ ? 723,428 $
LJnredeeemed Taxes 40,430 68,066
Due frcan State 77,439 321,434
Due from Sewer 362,880 23,849
E>ue from Water 30,231 61,300
Uncollected Taxes 1,,932,261 474,231
Due to School District 1,,259,816 1,441,206
Other Liabilities 1,,814,096 139,792
Yield Bond Deposits 660 -0-





TAX YEAR 1987 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land, improved or unimproved $ 69, 078, 921 .00
Buildings 134, 357, 250.34
Tot. Valuation before Exemptions Allowed 203,436,171.34
Total Exemptions Allowed 939,476.80






SUMMARY INVENTORY, CURRENT USE 1987
Classification Acreage Assessed Value C.U. Value
Permanent Pasture 398.88 3,642,650 47,388
Forage 675.56 2,577,950 276,462
Horticulture 20.00 207,250 11,800
Pine 1,920.02 5,764,850 94,972
Hardword 4,718.05 5,654,800 195,966
Other 360.46 42,500 12,543
Unproductive 45.00 41,650 675
Inactive Farm 208.85 124,250 28,187
Unmanaged 5,728.92 6,897,410 515,532
Recreation 32.00 338,450 480
Wetland 1,133.12 320,300 16,930
TOTALS 15,240.86 $25,612,060 $1,200,895
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ELECTIONS Sc flBG EXP
PROBATION OFFICER
TOWN BUILDINGS






























APPROVED Y-T-D EXP BALANCE


































$2,449,466.73 $2,370,248.47 $ 79,218.26
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1987
balance on hand, January 1, 1987 $7889.64
Receipts
:
Town of Jaffrey $7,000.00
Reimbursements 986.80
Receipts:





Travel and office 1,069.50 14,112.63
Balance on hand, December 31, 1987 $1,763.81
LUIGI CILLI AND VJARREN FUNDS*
Balance on hand, January 1, 1987 $ 3.23
Receipts
Reimbursements 119.20
Trustees of Trusts 4369.68 $4,488.88
Expenditures
:
Direct Aid 4116.11 4,116.11
Balance on hand, December 31, 1987 $376.00
DOROTHY BADGER TRUST
Balance on hand, January 1, 1987 $1,531.55
$18,453.58
Expenditures
Direct Aid 17,465.95 17,465.95
Balance on hand, December 31, 1987 $2,519.18
*The Conant Indigent Funds are disbursed through
this account by Trustees Elaine Hautanen, Claire




1987 ALICE W. POOLE REPORT
Balance on hand - January 1, 198? $745.34
Receipts;
Loan repayments $7834.00
Trustees of Trusts 15,255.84 $21,067.84
Expenditures:
New Student Loans $4600.00
Gifts - Aid to the
elderly and needy 15,267.84 $19,857.28
Balance on hand - December 51,1987 $1210.56
1987 STHDENT LOAN ACTIVITY
Outstanding loans, January 1, 1987 $52,161.00
New Loans 4,600.00
Payments Made 7,530.00




JAFFREY WATER WDI«S BONDS
ISSUE NO. 2
Original Issue - $300,000.00 - 1969
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Payment June 1 Dec. 1 Payment
June 1988 15,000 15,000 356.25 -0- 15,356.25
These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston, Boston,
MA, with interest payable at the rate of 4.75% per annum.
JAFFREy VJATER WORKS BOND
Original Issue - $500,000.00 - 1986
Principal Interest Interest Tbtal
Date of Balance Payment Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due July Jan. 15 July 15 Payment
July 1988 450,000 50,000 16,487.50 16,487.50 82,975.00
89 400,000 50,000 14,987.50 14,987.50 79,975.00
90 350,000 50,000 13,337.50 13,337.50 76,675.00
91 300,000 50,000 11,600.00 11,600.00 73,200.00
92 250,000 50,000 9,787,50 9,787.50 69,575.00
93 200,000 50,000 7,825.00 7,825.00 65,650.00
94 150,000 50,000 5,862.50 5,862.50 61,725.00
95 100,000 50,000 3,900.00 3,900.00 57,800.00
96 50,000 50,000 1,937.50 1,937.50 53,875.00
This bond payable to Connecticut National Bank, Hartford, CT.
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JAFFREY FIRE STATICW
Original Issue - $250,000.00 - 1982
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Jan. 20 Jan. 20 July 20 Payment
Jan 1988 206,875 8,625 5,171.87 4,956.25 18,753.12
89 198,250 8,625 4,956.25 4,740.63 18,321.88
90 189,625 8,625 4,740.62 4,525.00 17,890.62
91 181,000 8,625 4,525.00 4,309.38 17,459.38
92 172,375 8,625 4,309.37 4,093.75 17,028.12
93 163,750 8,625 4,093.75 3,878.13 16,596.88
94 155,125 8,625 3,878.12 3,662.50 16,165.62
95 146,500 8,625 3,662.50 3,446.88 15,734.38
96 137,875 8,625 3,446.88 3,231.25 15,303.12
97 129,250 8,625 3,231.25 3,015.63 14,871.88
98 120,625 8,625 3,015.62 2,800.00 14,440.62
99 112,000 8,625 2,800.00 2,584.38 14,009.38
2000 103,375 8,625 2,584.38 2,368.75 13,578.12
01 94,750 8,625 2,368.75 2,153.13 13,146.88
02 86,125 8,625 2,153.12 1,937.50 12,715.62
03 77,500 8,625 1,937.50 1,721.88 12,284.38
04 68,875 8,625 1,721.87 1,506.25 11,853.12
05 60,250 8,625 1,506.25 1,290.63 11,421.88
06 51,625 8,625 1,290.62 1,075.00 10,990.62
07 43,000 8,600 1,075.00 860.00 10,535.00
08 34,400 8,600 860.00 645.00 10,105.00
09 25,800 8,600 645.00 430.00 9,675.00
10 17,200 8,600 430.00 215.00 9,245.00
11 8,600 8,600 215.00 00.00 8,815.00
These bonds are payable to Farmers Home Administration, Concord, NH,




SEWER BOND - ISSUE 4 (Contract 1 & 3)
Original Issue - $1,600,000 - 1985
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Aug. 15 Feb. 15 Aug. 15 Payment
Feb 1988 1 ,440,000 80,000 63,840.00 58,054.73 201,894.73
89 1 360,000 80,000 60,320.00 54,868.06 195,188.06
90 1 ,280,000 80,000 56,800.00 51,639.00 188,439.00
91 1 200,000 80,000 53,280.00 47,728.44 181,008.44
92 1 ,120,000 80,000 49,760.00 44,438.03 174,198.03
93 1 040,000 80,000 46,240.00 40,466.43 166,706.43
94 960,000 80,000 42,720.00 37,109.62 159,829.62
95 880,000 80,000 39,200.00 33,915.35 153,115.35
96 800,000 80,000 35,680.00 30,014.27 145,694.27
97 720,000 30,000 32,160.00 26,465.81 138,625.81
98 640,000 80,000 28,640.00 23,354.88 131,994.88
99 560,000 80,000 25,080.00 19,448.59 124,528.59
2000 480,000 80,000 21,250.00 15,855.68 117,375.68
01 400,000 80,000 17,960.00 12,507.64 110,467.64
02 320,000 80,000 14,400.00 8,607.57 103,007.57
03 240,000 80,000 10,800.00 5,385.53 96,185.53
04 160,000 80,000 7,200.00 2,139.87 89,339.87
05 80,000 80,000 3,059.23 .00 83,059.23
SEWER BOND - ISSUE 5 (Ccxitract lA)
Original Issue - $250,000 - 1985
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Nov. 15 May 15 Nov. 15 Payment
Nov. 1988 220,000 15,000 8,350.71 8,502.50 31,853.21
89 205,000 15,000 7,855.27 8,037.50 30,892.77
90 190,000 15,000 7,335.05 7,550.00 29,885.05
91 175,000 15,000 6,875.36 7,040.00 28,915.36
92 160,000 15,000 6,302.70 6,507.50 27,810.20
93 145,000 15,000 5,798.32 5,960.00 26,758.32
94 130,000 15,000 5,188.38 5,397.50 25,585.88
95 115,000 15,000 4,646.14 4,820.00 24,466.14
96 100,000 10,000 4,017.17 4,235.00 18,252.17
97 90,000 10,000 3,672.14 3,835.00 17,507.14
98 80,000 10,000 3,278.30 3,430.00 16,708.30
99 70,000 10,000 2,877.34 3,015.00 15,892.34
2000 60,000 10,000 2,459.62 2,595.00 15,054.62
01 50,000 10,000 1,961.31 2,170.00 14,131.31
02 40,000 10,000 1,543.14 1,740.00 13,283.14
03 30,000 10,000 1,133.19 1,310.00 12,443.19
04 20,000 10,000 723.38 875.00 11,598.38
05 10,000 10,000 278.78 437.50 10,716.28
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SEWER BCWD - ISSUE 6 (CJontract 5)
Original Issue - $566,000 - 1986
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity- Due July 15 Jan. 15 July 15 Payment
July 1988 535,000 30,000 19,817.50 19,817.50 69,635.00
89 505,000 30,000 18,722.50 18,722.50 67,445.00
90 475,000 30,000 17,627.50 17,627.50 65,255.00
91 445,000 30,000 16,532.50 16,532.50 63,065.00
92 415,000 30,000 15,437.50 15,437.50 60,875.00
93 385,000 30,000 14,342.50 14,342.50 58,685.00
94 355,000 30,000 13,247.50 13,247.50 56,495.00
95 325,000 30,000 12,152.50 12,152.50 54,305.00
96 295,000 30,000 11,057.50 11,057.50 52,115.00
97 265,000 30,000 9,962.50 9,962.50 49,925.00
98 235,000 30,000 8,867.50 8,867.50 47,735.00
99 205,000 30,000 7,772.50 7,772.50 45,545.00
2000 175,000 25,000 6,662.50 6,662.50 38,325.00
01 150,000 25,000 5,731.25 5,731.25 36,462.50
02 125,000 25,000 4,793.75 4,793.75 34,587.50
03 100,000 25,000 3,843.75 3,843.75 32,687.50
04 75,000 25,000 2,887.50 2,887.50 30,775.00
05 50,000 25,000 1,925.00 1,925.00 28,850.00
06 25,000 25,000 962.50 962 . 50 26,925.00




REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
In the short amount of time I have been Town Clerk I
continue to be amazed at all of the many facets of the job.
I am also amazed at the amount of monies collected through
motor vehicle registrations, dog licenses, and other
miscellaneous services and licenses.
The biggest increase in monies is through motor
vehicle registrations which has increased by $54,661 since
last year; reflective of an increase of 250 vehicles
registered since last year. Over all, the total amount of
monies collected this year compared to last, has increased
by $55,796; this figure has been consistent for the past
four years, which shows that Jaffrey i_s growing.
I would like to thank the following: the Selectmen for
hiring and encouraging me, the staff here at the town
offices for sharing their time and knowledge, and most of








OF FUNDS IN HER CUSTODY
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT




Sale of Car 906.00
Withdrawals:
Reimburse Town of Jaffrey
Balance December 31, 1986
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1986
Interest
Balance December 31, 1987
SEWER FUND SAVINGS
Balance December 31, 1986
Interest
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 129.60
AMOS FORTUNE FUND (Conant High School)










Balance December 31, 1987 $ 3,977.97
aer:»iautical fund
Balance December 31, 1986 40.37
Interest 2.21
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 42.53
sewer maintenance fund
Balance December 31, 1986 51,856.63
Sewer Rentals 169,579.39




Town of Jaffrey Reimbursements 160,000.00
Refunds & Abatements 710.32
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 64,981.78
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SEWER BOND RETIREMENT FUND





Town of Jaffrey Reirabursements 105,000.00
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 49,356.13
METiORIAL DAY OCMMITTEE





HA Holt & Sons (Flags) 378.00
The Tudor Rose 178.00
Roy's Self Service 126.00
Coil's TV Service 35.00
717.00
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 8.98
JAFFREY RECREATION DEPARTMENT




Balance December 31, 1987 $ 6,947.79
AERONALITICAL FUND
Balance December 31, 1986 1,038.86
Deposits:
1987 Appropriation 4,009.00







Public Service of NH 308.52
New England Telephone 384.03
All States Asplialt 1,350.40
Keene Electric & Plumbing 2,525.75
Red's of Jaffrey 1,438.35
Other Expenses 1,544.02
7,551.07
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 12,253.67
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AIRPORT PROJECT FUND
Balance December 31, 1985
Balance December 31, 1987
G»IPRESSOR ACGOUNT
Balance December 31, 1986
Interest
Balance December 31, 1987
BOARD OF ADOUSIMENT
Balance December 31, 1985
Expended:
Town of Jaffrey
Balance December 31, 1987
PIANNING BOARD
Balance December 31, 1985
Expended:
Town of Jaffrey
Balance December 31, 1987
SEWER PROJECT #1, lA & 3













Transfer, State Funds to Sewer Account
Balance December 31, 1987
SEWER PROJECT #5






































Whitman & Howard Inc.
Zaluzny Excavating Corporation
Retainage Account
Balance December 31, 1987
WATER BOND RETIRmENT ACOOUNT




















Balance December 31, 1987
WATER GENERAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1986
Interest
Balance December 31, 1937
WATER METER PROJECT ACOOUNT
Balance December 31, 1986
Interest
Balance December 31, 1987
WATER WORKS METER FUtTO
Balance December 31, 1986
Dividends
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 870.07
WATER WORKS \^}ELL ACOOUNT
Balance December 31, 1986 1,234.34
Dividends 74 . 56
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 1,308.90
WATER WORKS SPECIAL ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 1,003.93
WATER WORKS BACKHOE ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 22.52
WATER VDRKS COMPRESSOR ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1987 $ 21.97
WATER '^RKS CHECKING ACCOUNT






v„ -5 1 1QQ7 $ 387809775Balance December 31, 1987 v
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JAFFREY WATER WDRKS PROJECT





Hutter Construction Co. 97,472.00
Whitman & Howard, Inc. 6,100.00
Action Carpentry 6,572.58
Arthur Whitccanb, Inc. 369.35
110,513.93
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 2,060.91
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REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER
Incorporated in the Annual Town Report for 1986 was a report from the
Town Manager which listed four (4) goals and objectives which I
established for myself. These were:
1. Improved Financial Management
2. Risk Management
3. Econonic Development
4. Long Range Planning
Financial Management ;
One step was to reinforce the "Purchase Order" system to control
spending. This system has taken hold very well and has resulted in
cost savings. Tied in with this is centralized purchasing of common
items. In the past, each department would order supplies
independently vSiich did not lend itself to the "best deal".
The greatest improvement is the purchase of computer equipment and
relevant software. The computer and software were purchased with
Revenue Sharing funds as authorized by Town Meeting. The Town now
conducts a more detailed analysis of inccsne and expenditures.
The borrowing of money and the reinvestment of these monies was
managed in a different form than previous transactions. Borrowing
took place only as necessary and the investment of this money was
carefully placed. The Town borrowed $1.8 million dollars and the net
cost to the Town for this borrowing was approximately $4,700; and
overall savings of approximately $31,000.
Risk Management :
Analysis of the Town's insurance coverage was conducted during 1987
which resulted in some adjustments of our policies. Higher
deductibles were created in some instances in order to hold down the
percent increase in premium payments.
In the near future, these deductibles will need to be increased in
order to hold costs at some reasonable level. When that point in time
arrives, a trust account should be established to create a pool of
money to cover these deductibles.
Economic Development :
The government cost index rises at a rate of approximately 3 1/2% to
5% per year. This index is just for the cost of goods and services,
not employee salaries. At this rate, the taxing base of the community
has got to increase in order to minimize the impact to the residential
taxpayer of this inflationary factor.
The greatest net dollar income for tax purposes is generally derived
from commercial and industrial development. Ttie Town must take strong
steps to improve the balance of land use in order to maintain a
reasonable tax rate.
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Long Range Pleinning :
The Staff continues to have input into long range financial planning
by submitting data and information for the Capital Improvement
Program. This is then submitted to the Planning Board.






All will have to be closely monitored in order to protect, as best as
possible, the Town's best interest.
I wish to acknowledge and thank all the Town's employees for their




DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WJRKS REPORT
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT :
Flood Damage:
Due to the damage caused by the March 31 & April 1 floods, the
Town applied for a grant from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and received from the State of New Hampshire and the
Federal Government 87 1/2 percent of the total costs of $188,000
to repair the damages for the following roads: Cobleigh Hill
Road, Dublin Road, Gilmore Pond Road, Hadley Road, Heath Road,
Hillcrest Road, Ingalls Road, Old Fitzwilliam Road, Old
Peterborough Road, Old County Road, Parker Road, Red Dam,
Prescott Road, Old Mill Road, Mountain Stream, River Street,
Pierce Crossing Road and Squantum Road. This work was time
consuming and not anticipated in our budget, but was completed
this year.
Reconstruction of Roads:
Dublin Road - With the State of New Hampshire, the DPW completed
the final phase of reconstructing this road to State
specifications from the entrance of the State Park to the Dublin
Town line.
Amos Fortune Road - From the intersection of Route 137 to the
bridge before Old Peterborough Road (about 2500 linear feet);
this road was reconstructed using the reclamation method.
Charlonne Street - This road was reconstructed using the
reclamation method. The final top coat of hottop for the
sidewalk and curbing will be installed in 1988.
Howard Hill Road - The backside (headed toward the Public Beach)
was reconstructed the conventional method.
Gilmore Pond Road - This road was reconstructed using the
reclamation method from the intersection of Old Fitzwilliam Road
northerly about 2000 linear feet; and from Jaquith Road to the
Mountain Stream, about 900 linear feet.
Prescott Road - The entire length of this road was shimmed and
an one inch wearing coat of bituminous concrete and oil
treatment was applied.
Squantum Road - From Prescott Road to the intersection of Hunt
Road, this section of road was shimmed and an one inch wearing
coat of bituminoas concrete and oil was applied.
Bridge Work:
Seven bridges under Town jurisdiction were repaired to State
standards for safety and insurance reasons.
Other Projects:
Webster Street Sidewalk - From the railroad tracks to
Peterborough Street, a new sidewalk was installed.
School Street Drainage - With financial aid from the School
District, drainage improvements were made on School Street in
anticipation of reconstructing this road in 1988.
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Maintenance Work -
1. Cleaned catchbasins and drainage ditches.
2. Cut and moved roadside brush and trees.
3. Replaced collapsed catchbasins and drainage pipes.
SEWER DEPARTMENT:
New sewer lines, and a Pumping Station, were installed under
Contract No. 5 (Riverside Ridge and Old Peterborough Road area).
Homes in this area will be able to connect to the Municipal
Sewer commencing in the Spring of 1988.
The new main Pumping Station (Hadley Road) was completed this
year and is operating efficiently.
The Pretreatment Program was started this year and should be
implemented in 1988 for the control of sewer effluent from the
various industries in Town.
WATER DEPARTMENT:
The new water building, including offices, laboratory garages,
was completed for operations this year.
The corrosion control program was completed this year and is in
operation.
LANDFILL :
A Landfill Study was completed this year and submitted to the
State of New Hampshire for approval. Wlien implemented it should
lengthen the life of our landfill for an estimated additional
twenty-eight (28) years.
WINTER MAINTENANCE :
The winter season of 1987 was an extremely busy one. With ice
and sleet storms occurring about every weekend, the DPW crews
spent many extra hours treating the roads.
ANTICIPATED PROJECTS FOR 1988 :
Roadwork : Reconstruction of School Street, Hunt Road; shimming
and hottopping Coolidge Street, Old Peterborough Road, Hillcrest
Circle, Parker Road, Pinecrest Road, Ridgecrest Road, Skyline
Drive and Sunnyfield Road.
Landfill : Implement new operational plan.
Water: Install new water mains on Old Peterborough Road.
In summary, I wish to thank the DPW crews for their untiring efforts
and their devoted time in the completion of the many projects and
emergency situations that took place in 1987. Without this
cooperation, it would not have been feasible to accomplish this volume
of projects.
Kenneth E. Saunders, Jr.
Director of Public Vforks
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THE JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT
During the months of January and February, the Trustees, Staff and
Friends campaigned vigorously for an addition to the Library. At Town
Meeting 1987, the addition was defeated by only eighteen (18) votes.
We had a majority vote, but by law a two-thirds vote is required for
any bond issue.
In June, a Building Committee was formed to review Library choices.
Those serving on the committee were: Chairman, Town Manager, Donald
Rich; Selectman, Robert Mitchell; Librarian, Cynthia Hamilton;
Chairman of the Jaffrey Public Library Trustees, Elizabeth Shea;
Planning Board Member, Stella Pillsbury; Citizens, Helen Kruse and
Katherine Ayres. The committee met with the architect to review and
revise the plans for the addition.
Frederick Richardson, a Library Trustee and Treasurer of the Board for
eight years resigned for personal reasons. The Trustees appointed
John Stone to complete his term.
As an introduction to National Library Week, Paul St. Pierre's
presentation on the genealogies of Jaffrey French families was
interesting, informative and enjoyed by all.
The Friends of the Library raised thirteen hundred ($1300) dollars at
their Book Fair held in July at the Woman's Club. This event was
chaired by Margaret Bean. The Friends also held two other fund
raisers. All proceeds will go toward the children's area in the
planned addition.
The Oxford English Dictionary, fifteen (15) volumes plus supplements,
was given to the Library by an anonymous donor in memory of Jack Bean,
tfomer J. Belletete gave five thousand ($5000) dollars in memory of his
wife, Louise, to the Library Building Fund for furniture in the
children's area. Thomas and Ann Raleigh gave one thousand ($1000) to
the library in memory of Ann's mother, Lucille McChesney. The
Monadnock Bank and Leonard and Kathleen Short, Jr., each gave an
unrestricted gift of one thousand ($1000) dollars to the Building
Fund.
"Dinosaursl Dinosaurs! Dinosaursl" was the theme of last year's Summer
Reading Program. At the awards ceremony, certificates were presented
by Jean Page, Trustee, and Jeanne Burr, Children's Librarian, to those
children who read six or more books. Three thousand, two hundred and
seventy-four (3,274) were borrowed during the seven weeks of the
program. Diana Craven and Susan Peterson made calls for cookies.
They also helped with dispensing of the ice cream cups and fruit
drinks which the Friends of the Library furnished for the party.
The Little Red Wagon made its annual summer appearance. Everyone
enjoyed the program.
All State requirements regarding policy for a library of our size have
been completed and submitted to the State Library. This updating is
done every five years.
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Michael Cote was employed as a student helper for eight weeks last
summer. Jennifer Sawyer, a graduate of Mount Holyoke College, is
currently a member of the Staff. This Fall, Lisa Bearce, has been
taking courses toward a Library degree at Simmons College. Marilyn
Simons, Staff Member, took courses at Keene State.
In November, at the Friends' Annual Meeting, a new slate of officers
was elected: President, Ruth Brown; Vice President, Barbara Haveran;
and Secretary-Treasurer, Marie DeCiaccio. During the December
meeting, the Friends decorated and donated lights for the front
windows of the Library for the Christmas season.
At the December Trustees' meeting, Harriet H. Andrews, on behalf of
the Warfield Bird Fund, presented five more Warfield birds to the
library. They are currently on display. Come in and see them.
Trustees, Librarians and Staff represented the Library at many State,
regional and local meetings this year.
The Board of Trustees are most appreciative of our excellent Staff,
the invaluable Friends of the Library, donors, volunteers and everyone
who has give time or support to the Jaf frey Public Library. Thank
you.
Respectfully submitted,
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Elizabeth B. Shea, Chairman






TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1987
GENERAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance on hand, December 31, 1986
INCOME:




Grant - State of New Hampshire
Reimbursements




















Travel and Conference Expense
Miscellaneous Expense
Salaries Reimbursed to Town
Fixed Assets




















































Balance Income Expended Balance
Beginning During During Dec. 31,
of Year Year Year 1987
$ 79.22 $ 4.34 $ -0- $ 83.56
1,780.57 97.34 -0- 1,877.91
; Fund 1,231.73 67.35 -0- 1,299.08
8.75 L5, 552.60 6,743.66 8,817.69
MONEY MARKET SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Jaffrey Public Lib.

























Jaffrey Public Library $20,000














Volumes in the Library, January 1, 1987 23,985
VOLUMES ACQUIRED DURING THE YEAR BY CATEGORY
Adult/Y non-fiction 305
Adult/Y fiction . 247
Juvenile non-fiction 143
Juvenile fiction 306





TOTAL volumes in the Library, December 31, 1987 24,198
Number of newspapers 9
Number of periodicals 90
Number of recordings 576
Number of microfilms 95






Per iodicals /pamphlets/ maps 2 , 744




LIBRARY SERVICES & PROGRAMS
Adult film programs (Civic Center) 47
Attendance 538
Children's film programs 95
Attendance 2,533
Storytimes 33
Summer Reading Prog. "Dinosaur s IDinosaurs IDinosaurs ! "
Children completing program and receiving
certificates 182
Requests 344
Books borrowed on interlibrary loan 471
Books loaned to other libraries 118
Reference questions answered 1,168




Exhibits and displays 30






REPORT OF THE JAFFREY DISTRICT COURT
CASES ENTERED DISPOSED
Criminal & Motor Vehic le
Motor Vehicle Vio lations 5 ,250 5 ,178
DWI 1st 145 147
Aggravated DWI 30 25
Other Violations 674 647
Misdemeanors 497 447






























REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Applications to the Jaffrey Board of Adjustment for appeal
are normally scheduled for public hearing on the first
Tuesday of each month beginning at 7:30 PM. A member of
the Board will meet with any applicant requiring assistance
in preparing their application the Tuesday evening two (2)
weeks prior to the first Tuesday of the following month in
the Town Office beginning at 5:30 PM.
In 1987 the Jaffrey Board of Adjustment held forty-nine
(49) public hearings where applicants presented proposals
requiring Variances and/or Special Exceptions. Of the
forty-nine (49) applications submitted, thirty-eight (38)
requests were granted, eight (8) requests were denied, one
(1) request was upheld by the Board via earlier decision
and two (2) requests were not acted upon due to the
applicants failure to appear.
The Board of Adjustment invites and encourages all
interested parties to attend our public hearings. Input
from interested parties as well as abutters is always
greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted.
Christopher A. Struthers, Chairman
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REPORT OF THE JAFFREY CONSERVATION COMMISSION, 1987
During 1987, the Conservation Commission was involved in a
variety of ecological matters and concerns that hopefully
will be looked back upon in the future as sound
underpinnings in Jaffrey's growth.
Most significantly, the Commission has been involved in the
State's Land Conservation Investment Program. This is an
opportunity for our community to preserve special
conservation and recreation lands for present and future
generations. Spear-headed by the untiring efforts of Bill
Jack, Jaffrey looks to have a good chance to compete
favorable for matching funds.
The Commission continued in its role as advisor to the
Board of Adjustment by reviewing and making recommendations
for variances and exceptions to the existing Jaffrey
Wetlands Regulations. In addition, all State Dredge and
Fill applications were observed, reviewed and evaluated
with recommendations made to the State Wetlands Board.
The Commission plans to continue in its efforts to be
actively involved in matters pertaining to our natural
resources, as in our work with the Highway Department, and
the Selectmen to find a future snow dump site, or as with
our involvement in the initial stages of planning with Mr.
Pittman and the Shattuck Inn Golf Course, a project that
will lend itself well to the environment.
Again this year two students attended the Conservation
Camp. Thanks to the Monadnock Bank, D.D. Bean and the
Women's Club of Jaffrey for their assistance in this
worthwhile cause.
It is the Commission's hope that residents of Jaffrey share
with us the importance of our natural resources, and that
by working together the future will be healthier
environmental ly
.
Lastly, a special thanks to Mr. Lloyd Robinson for his
energy and participation on our Commission for the past two
( 2 ) years.
Ronald M. Reid, Chairman
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1987 FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
DATE ALARM TIME TYPE
Jan 4 123 6:20pin MA
Jan 6 123 3:45pm MA
Jan 11 123 8:30am Dumpster
Jan 12 123 11:35am Auto Alarm False
Jan 13 123 8:20am Auto Alarm False
Jan 21 123 6: 55pm Furnace
Jan 22 123 7:40pm Chimmney
Jan 22 123 8:15pm Chimmney
Jan 23 123 5:15pm Chimmney
Feb 3 123 7 : 05pm Auto Alarm False
Feb 11 123 5:40pm Chimmney
Feb 13 123 6:20am Chimmney
Feb 16 123 4 : 40pm House
Feb 21 123 7:25am Chimmney
Fob 28 123 9:00pm Gas Spill
Mar. 3 123 9:15pm False
Mar. 12 123 1:55pm Smoke in Bldg
Mar. 12 123 7:40pm Chimmney
Mar. 21 123 8:15am Chimmney
Mar. 21 123 2 : 30pm Auto Alarm
Mar. 25 123 11:00am Fire in Restroom
Mar. 27 123 7:55pm MA
Mar. 31 123 12:05pm Auto Alarm
Apr. ^1 123 8:05pm MA
Apr. 4 123 9:30pm MA
Apr. 15 123 5:40pm Auto Alarm
Apr. 17 123 12:25pm Building
Apr. 19 123 7:10pm Auto Alarm
Apr. 24 123 7:05pm Motor
Apr. 25 Still 4 : 00pm -
Apr. 26 123 1 :45pm Smoke-Det.
Apr. 29 123 10:05pm Elect Wire
Apr. 30 123 12:50am MA
May . 4 123 7:10pm Chimmney
May. 5 123 1:40pm Auto-False
May. 7 123 2:05pm Auto-False
May. 9 123 10:10pra Car(Jaws of life)
May. 14 123 4: 40pm MA
May. 18 123 4 :45pm Light Ballester
May. 29 123 4:10pm Auto-False




June. 123 7:30pm MA
June.
6
123 5:00pm Steam Boiler
June. 15 123 10:00am Propane Tank Leak
June. 17 Silent 8:00am Brush
June. 19 123 2:10pm Auto-False
June. 28 123 10:30pm Car(jaws of life)
July. 13 123 8:20am Auto-False
July. 13 123 7:50am Auto- False
July. 17 123 9:00pm Gas Leak
July. 19 123 7:00pm False
July. 19 123 4: 15pm MA
July. 26 123 7:00am Auto Alarm
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Squantum Road
Loboe Res Jaffrey Ctr

































































































































































































































































Harvey Res Gilmore Pond Rd
D.D. Beans












Mon Christian Nursing Hm
Cutter Hill Road


























Motozus Res Peterborough St.
Oak Hill Drive
Pumping Sta. 202 North
Pumping Sta. 202 North





REPORT ot; the jaffrey historic district ccmmission
During 1987 the Jaffrey Historic District Commission held twelve (12)
regular monthly meetings, one (1) joint meeting with the Planning
Board and a number of work sessions. Two (2) applications were
received and heard, one requesting approval for off-street parking and
a sign and the other for a woodshed addition. Both were approved
subject to certain conditions.
The Commission expended $99.73 of its $100 annual appropriation.
Application fees totaling $10 were turned over to the Town leaving a
net expenditure of $89.73.
Completion of the Historical and Architectural Resources Survey was
the major task of the Commission throughout the first quarter of 1987.
Copies of individual Survey sheets were distributed to interested
property-owners at Town Meeting. Plans were also developed for the
Commission's continuing participation in the Certified Local
Government program of the National Park Service and the NH Division of
Historical Resources. Jaffrey is one of only five New Hampshire
communities to be designated a Certified Local Government (CLG). The
Commission's second grant-sponsored CLG project is about to commence.
This will involve, among other activities, the production of a slide
show and pamphlet on the town's architectural heritage.
Throughout the year discussion continued on the Commission's role in
the updating of the town Master Plan. A meeting was held with Mr.
Robert Panton of the Southwest Region Planning Commission and
individual members have attended meetings of the Sounding Board.
During the year Commission members attended various regional and
national meetings, including those of the NH Association of Historic
District Commissions, the NH Historical Society, the annual meeting of
the National Trust of Historic Preservation and the Town Planning
Institute. Members also participated in such local endeavors as the
Baptist Cemetery restoration project.
Leaving the Commission in 1987 were P. Edward Deschenes, Robert Potter
and Robert Stephenson. Their active participation and hard work were
greatly appreciated and the Commission extends its thanks to all of
them. Joining the Commission this year were Charles Roy and Franklin
W. Sterling.
All residents are reminded that the Commission's regular monthly
meeting is on the first Tliursday of each month at 7:30 PM in the Town
Office Building. Questions about the Commission and its procedures





Christopher V. Bean, Chairman (term expires 1989)
Nora Bryant, Vice Chairman (term expires 1988)
Martha S. Brummer (term expires 1989)
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REPORT OT; Ttffi PLANNING BOARD
Planning Board activities for 1937 included the following:
25 site plans, including conversion of existing structures into
multi-family housing, establishment of small businesses mainly within
existing structures, one major industrial construction project, and
two commercial construction projects.
10 minor (less than four lots) subdivisions.
5 "technical" subdivisions, which include lot line adjustments
and transfers of property between abutters.
1 pit agreement for removal of gravel.
The bulk of our effort was devoted to the updating of the Jaffrey
Master Plan. As the entire update could not be accomplished within
one calendar year, the board decided to revise in phases. The
following has been done to date:
A. The draft population study by the Southwest Region Planning
Commission (RPC) was give preliminary approval.
B. The major land use maps, including soils, slope, water-sheds,
aquifers, roads, and present land uses are complete. A preliminary
future land use map is under consideration.
C. Revision and correction of the Jaffrey Land Use Plan has been
completed and will be presented to the voters for approval by ballot
vote at March Town Meeting. A new proposal for flexible development
has also been prepare. Flexible development maintains the same
overall density of development presently authorized, but permits
considerable variation in lot size, frontage, and location of
structures. Its aim is to accommodate future development while
maximizing the preservation of open space and the rural character of
Jaffrey. This will also be on the ballot for Town Meeting.
D. The Historic Features Inventory, paid for by state grants,
has been completed by the Historic District Commission and will be
incorporated directly into the Master Plan.
E. The Sounding Board developed and administered a public
opinion survey.
F. Mapping of Jaffrey's flood plains is underway by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and will be completed during 1988.
G. State law now requires that all Master Plans include a Water
Resources Management and Protection Plan. Ours is being prepared by
the Regional Planning Commission (RPC). Ordinarily, the cost for
developing such a plan is from $3,000 to $5,000, but Jaffrey's plan is
a pilot program for the Southwest Region, and all expenses are covered
by a grant to the RPC. It will be completed during 1988.
Both subdivision and site plan proposals have become increasingly
complex because preservation of the environment is so vitally
important. Accordingly, the Planning Board made procedural changes
designed to handle applications more quickly and efficiently. These
are:
A. All applications will be pre-screened for completeness and
conformity with the regulations and will not be scheduled for public
hearing until complete.
B. Prior to public hearing, the RPC will perform a technical
review of all major subdivisions and site plans.
C. If there is any question about the soil and the nature of the
land, the Cheshire County Soils Conservation Service will perform a
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soils analysis prior to public hearing. All costs for these reviews
will be the applicant.
Continuing a long-standing practice, the planning board of reserves
the first half-hour of every meeting for anyone who wishes a
preliminary discussion or has any matter to discuss with the board.
Just call the Chairman or the Secretary to get on the agenda.
Officers for 1987 are: William C. Arthur, Chairman; Robert Potter,
Vice-chairman; Stella Pillsbury, Secretary. Alternate member Chris
Bean was appointed a regular member in November, and alternate Lloyd
Robinson resigned in December.
It's been a long year, averaging about three meetings a month. I take





REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
As this is my first report to you since I was appointed on September
1, as your Chief of Police, I would like to take a moment to thank all
of you for your support. Although I have had the opportunity to meet
and talk with a number of the citizens in the community, I realize
there are still a large number of you I haven't had the pleasure of
meeting. I hope that we will have that opportunity during the coming
year.
1987 has been a very busy year for your Police Department. The demand
for service has risen above our projections. Clearly, it appears the
increase in the service rendered has exceeded the current populaticxi
growth. There are a number of reasons why this trend appears to
manifest, some of which are out of the community's control. Chief
among these is the close proximity to Massachusetts, and the
intersection of two State Routes, and one U.S. Highway. However, the
members of the department and I are dedicated to bringing you the best
possible service that we can given the limitations of the budget and
other similar circumstances. It is imperative that the community feel
comfortable in calling upon their Police Department for all of the
myriad of tasks which we willingly perform.
Unfortunately, the crime rate in New Hampshire has risen again for the
third consecutive year. In looking over the total part 1 crimes
listed by the state U.C.R. (Uniform Crime Reporting System), I find
that, overall, we in Jaffrey look pretty good in comparison to other
like communities around the state. However, as we focus on those
crimes committed against persons, I see a disturbing sign. The Town
of Jaffrey has had an inordinate number of crimes committed in this
category. On a more positive note, our crimes against property
(burglary, theft, criminal mischief etc.) are far below the state
average
.
In the coming year I will be initiating a Neighborhood Watch program
which I hope to be able to present to each of the different
neighborhoods throughout the Town. I feel it is imperative that we
address these problems collectively. We need your help. It is only
through being alert, observant and caring about our Town and our
neighbors that the incidents of crime can be reduced. The police can
be much more effective in keeping you, your homes and your property
safe with your input and assistance.
Another area of concern for me, is in traffic enforcement. During the
past year our community has had more than it's share of traffic
collisions, including, I am sorry to report, three in which four
people died. While we at the police department have taken steps to
address this problem, we also need your cooperation in this area. I
would like nothing better than to report to you that we have issued
fewer citations in a given year than the year before, and that our
traffic collision rate had dropped. In order for that to come to
fruition we must all drive safely, wear our seatbelts and obey the
rules of the road.
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In the statistical data that follows you will see some changes in the
way we report to you. Included will be a recapitulation of calls for
service. By way of measure I would like you to know that a call for
service is any call which requires an Officer to physically do
something. That could take as little as five minutes or as long as
five hours. In the coming years I will be reporting to you in this
manner and showing you year by year comparisons in these terms.
1987 POLICE STATISTICS
CRIMES AGAINST PERSCNS Committed Cleared
Assault
A. Felony Assault 16 16
B. Misdemeanor 21 19
C. Sexual Assault 4 4
Attempted Child Abduction 1 1
Criminal Threatening 6 2
Harassment/Obscene Telephone Calls 2
Reckless Conduct 8 8
Sex Offenses 17 17
Suicide Attempts 2 2
Witness Tampering 1 1
Child Abuse 2 2
Totals
80 72
CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY Committed Cleared
Arson 1 1
Auto Theft 8 6
Bad Check 35 35
Burglary 16 10
Criminal Mischief 115 20
Criminal Mischief (felony) 1
Criminal Trespass 14 4
Forgery 11 7
Hit St Run Auto Accident 9 2
Shop Lifting 3 3
Theft (all forms) 90 28
Cruelty to Animals 3 3
Totals
306 119















Breaches of the Peace:




















Driving After Revocation 33
Driving While Intoxicated 72
Felon in Poss. Firearm 1
Fugitive from Justice 1
Habitual Offender 4
Total Arrests All Categories - 418
Motor Vehicle Violations 21
Open Container 4
Operate w/out valid license 1
Possession of Controlled Drug 14
Reckless Driving 5
Unlawful Activities (littering) 3
Unlawful Discharge Firearm 1
Unlawful Possession Alcohol 108
Willful Concealment (shoplift) 2
Totals.
341
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT STATISTICS
Total Accidents All Categories For The Year = 151
Fatals 4 Personal Injury
Property Damage 131 Pedestrians
46
3
Routes of Most Accident Activity
Rt 124 50 Rt 202
Rt 137 6 Parking Lots
40
17




Assist Other Agencies 172







Misc. General Assistance 100




Total Miscellaneous Calls For Service - 2471












David T. Barrett, Chief of Police
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REPORT OF T^ JAFFREY RECREATION DEPARTMENT
1987 was another year of growth and change for the Recreation
Department. We feel that the programs and activities offered have run
smoothly this past year; although a few less programs were offered,
participation in these activities was higher. The major programing
and facility improvement accomplishments are listed below:
1. The Jaffrey Friends of Recreation donated to community recreation
close to $7,000 in donations in the way of equipment, services and
program sponsorships for 1987. This non-profit, recreational
service organization assists the Recreation Department with
several activities, while conducting rollerskating and other
recreation activities. They have co-sponsored, with the Recreation
Department, programs such as Youth Soccer, Youth Basketball, Pre-
school Fun Days, Track & Field Club, school vacation activities,
Christmas and Halloween special events, trips, and the list goes
on. Please offer your assistance and become an active member of
the Friends of Recreation in order to keep many community
recreation activities alive, and costs down.
2. The Recreation Department, with the support of the Monadnock Bank,
conducted a very successful summer concert series at the Jaffrey
Bandstand. The Monadnock Musicfest series, as it was called,
brought back a wonderful community tradition with nine (9)
concerts scheduled.
3. The Department again assisted the Jubilee Committee with various
duties. The John Morgan Road Race was very successful with a
field of one hundred and fifty (150) runners from Jaffrey and the
surrounding communities. Other community special events
(Halloween, Christmas and other holiday activities) were conducted
and ran very smoothly. A special thanks to all of the
individuals, businesses and organizations who made them possible.
4. Several recreation facility improvement projects took place,
although vandalism took its toll this year as well. Repairs to
the fence and installation of a new gate (thanks to Monadnock
Fabricators) was completed at Contoocook Beach. Plumbing repairs
were made at the Skating Rink to improve flooding for ice, thanks
to Jaffrey Fire Protection. Most of all, an anonymous person gave
the Town a $12,000 pick-up truck with plow for the use by the
Recreation Department to perform its facility maintenance duties
at the Town's recreation facilities.
5. The Jaffrey-Rindge School District and Recreation Department has
continued to cooperate regarding combined athletic, town and
school facility use by the general public and recreation
activities.
The Recreation Committee and Staff wish to thank and give special
recognition to the following for their continued unselfish support of
recreation activities to the Town of Jaffrey and for their dedication
which sets an example for all of us:
Jaffrey Friends of Recreation, Lion's Club, Jaffrey VFW and
Auxiliary, Jaffrey Chamber of Commerce, John Humiston Post
and Unit II American Legion and Auxiliary, Jaffrey Grange,
Woman's Club, Community League, Jaf frey-Rindge Senior
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citizens, Sunshine Twirlers, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H,
the other Town department personnel, Jaf frey-Rindge School
District personnel and the several local businesses,
industries, merchants and individuals within the community.
Listed below are the general types and numbers of programs and
activities conducted in 1987, along with participation figures. To
best provide recreational programming and services, to Jaffrey
residents, we seek your input and suggestion, as well as volunteer
assistance in some cases, in the development of a well-rounded
recreation program in the community:
ATTEMDANCE FIGURES FOR 1987





Special Events 4 455
Summer Programs
(excluding swimming lessons) 1 140
Swimming Lessons
(year roand) 13 264






Senior Night Out 2
Coffee Hours 16
TOTAL 40
ADUI.T & FAMILY PROGRAMS
Health & Fitness 9
Classes & Workshops 6
Family Trips 14
























GRAND TOTAL FOR 1987 150 15005
Goals for 1988 are always ambitious, yet the Recreation Committee will
do our best to accomplish them, within the limits of time, money and
personnel. T)-iat is why it is most important to consider volunteering
in a community recreation project or activity that you may have an
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interest or skill in.
1. Continue our commitment of facility improvements at the Town
Beaches, parks and other recreation facilities.
2. Develop and conduct recreation activities for the entire
community, and strengthen volunteer ism for these programs. Seek
to provide recreation services as the need arises.
3. Provide proper training to volunteer coaches, staff and
volunteers, as a part of our risk management plan.
4. Develop more efficient policies and procedures in areas of
marketing and contracted services.
We hope that you will support us as in the past, with our endeavors to
provide quality recreation services in the Town of Jaffrey.
Respect fully submi tted
,
JAFFREY RECREATIOSI DEPARTMENT
Caroll J. Carbonneau, Director
Christian Rieseberg, Program Director
Ann Olsson, Secretary
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REPORT OF THE OLD BURYING GROUND TRUSTEES
The Jeff Garland work was completed as bid in 1987, with
the exception that the stumps were not removed because
there was not room enough for the machine to do the job.
The cost of the work was reduced by $125.00 to a total of
$400.00.
The Keene Monument Company work was completed as bid in
1985. Additional work was performed as follows: The
Erickson Tomb was repaired, the entrance gate post was
reset in cement, and twenty-two (22) stones were
straightened and set in cement. This additional work cost
$3100.00.
Two (2) lots were sold during the year:
- # 580 B to the Peter Jarvis family - $2000.00
- # 580 A to John and Sadie Hubbard - $ 450.00
One (1) lot was transferred:
- # 615 A - John & Clarice Seamon to Emily D. Wright
One (1) deed was issued to replace a missing deed:
- # 453 to Arthur Bunce (1837-1910) & William A. Bunce
(April 27, 1905).
Respectfully submitted,
Charles W. Bacon, Jr., Chairman
Virginia W. Hunt
William C. Royce
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE THE TCWN OF JAFFREY FOR YEAR 1987
DATE NAME PARENTS PLACE OF BIRTH
JAN 17 ERIC M. ELLIS BETTY LOU ANDERSON
DENNIS M. ELLIS
MCH
JAN 19 JESSE A.NOCHELLA ANNE C. BADGLEY
JOHN T. NOCHELLA
MZH
JAN 19 JOSEPH S. SELMER ANGELA G. SACRAMORE LEOMINSTER, MA
STEPHEN K. SEIi^R
JAN 21 LANCE I. SCMERO MARYBETH PERNA
LAVJRENCE E. SOMERO
MCH
JAN 23 STEPHANIE A. TENNEY LAURIE A. SACRAMONE GARDNER, MA
FREDERICK W. TENNEY
FEB 04 PATRICK L. JAMES LORRAINE C DELLASANTA HANOVER
PATRICK K. JAMES
FEB 12 TIMOTHY A. V^DOSTER LINDA M WILDER
ROBERT P WOOSTER
MCH
FEB 14 TYLER J. OLIN CARLA SEPPALA
CHESTER OLIN
LEOMINSTER, MA
FEB 22 NICOLE M. HENAULT ROBIN L. HARRIS
PAUL A. HENAULT
MCH
FEB 22 JARED C. WIREN MARY KAREN BEATTIE
RAINO E. WIREN JR.
MCH
MAR 05 RENEE M. MILLER DENISE A. LABRIE
RANDY G. MILLER
MCH
MAR 05 CALEB D. WILEY MARGARET A. DAVIDSOST MCH
DAVID R. WILEY
MAR 18 ERIENNE M. HILMAN RHODA E. CHRISTOPHER FITCH3URG, MA
THOMAS H. HILMAN
MAR 24 JULIA L. COPONEN LAURINE H. SOMERO
AARON D. COPONEN
FITCHBURG, MA
MAR 24 CASSIDY R. LEBLANC STEPHANIE D. BURNS
JOSEPH H. LEBIANC
KEENE
MAR 24 SAT^ANTHA A. H0D3MAN CAROLYN A. WOOD MCH
FRED C. H0Da'4AN
APR 03 RONALD A. BLACK JR. DARLENE S. CLOUTIER MCH
RONALD A. BIACK SR.
APR 04 JEREMY D. DUVAL MARY LOU BETOURNEY GARCHER, MA
DAVID A. DUVAL
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APR 06 ROSS J. ASCANI THERESA A. SIROIS
JAT^S A. ASCANI
MCH
APR 06 NICOLE JACKSON KRISTEN S. MULCAHY
BRADLEY C. JACKSON
MCH
APR 19 AMBER M. PEABODY ROBIN L. PEARCY
SCOTT E. PEABODY
MCH
APR 21 COREY A. PARKS CHARLENE F. LORETTE
SCOTT A. PARKS
MCH
APR 21 HOLDEN C. MOORE JEANELLE F. BRIDGES
JAMES C. MOORE
KEENE
APR 23 TANYA I. EDDY SUSAN M. CHAMBERLAIN
JAMES R. EDDY
MCH
APR 28 STEPHANIE M. LAMBERT WENDY L. SOUCIA
MICHAEL P. LAMBERT
KEENE
APR 29 WILLIAM C. LAMBERT
MAY 03 KATLIN M. MURPHY
KATHLEEN F. CHINAULT KEENE
SHARON M. LAFRENIERE MCH
TIMOTHY P. MURPHY
MAY 05 3HAUN P. RENO MDNIQUE L. LACROIX
PAUL A- RENO
KEENE
MAY 06 EUGENE P. ROBICHAUD CAROLYN P. HIGGINS
PAUL A. ROBICHAUD
MCH
MAY 11 CODY M. SEPPALA NAOMI J. S.ALO
KENT M. SEPPALA
MCH
MAY 11 DAVID C. RICHEY LOUISE M. OUELLETTE
DAVID C. RICHEY
MQi
MAY 16 KATHLEEN M. NEYENS MARY A. MARVIL
MICHAEL J. NEYENS
MCH
MAY 16 AMY J. CHIORINO DEBORAH S. DITZEN
RICHARD S. CHIORINO JR
MCH
MAY 23 JAMES F.S. RAMEY LISA F. SCHEID
ELVIN R. RAMEY
NASHUA
MAY 24 NICOLE C. ALLEN JOAN A. FORTE
WILLIAM M, ALLEN
BEDFORD
MAY 25 AMANDA J. SIMEONE
MAY 25 BRYANT A. BURNS
LAVINA L. SHOUP MCH
ALLEN J. SIMEONE
KIMBERLY M. WIKTORSKI MCH
ROBERT E. BURNS




JUNE 12 KAITLIN B. CAMPBELL MAUREEN J. PRESTON
KEVIN CAMPBELL
MCH
JUNE 15 ELISHA A. FREDETTE DEBORAH A. GAGNON
GEORGE L. FREDETTE
KEENE
JUNE 19 ABBEY E. O'NEIL MARGUERITE DELVECCHIO
JOHN E. O'NEIL
MCH
JUNE 20 CATHERINE V. HARRIS FLORENCE L. LEMIRE
WAYNE R. HARRIS
MCH
JULY 02 CHRISTOPHER J. MATSOT MARTA R. SALGUERO
JESSE O. MATSCW
JAFFREY
JULY 03 EWIOfT M. BURGOYNE JENNETTE M. WOOD
MELVIN R. BURGOYNE
MCH
JULY 07 ERIN M. HUMMEL RITA M. ADAMSON
EDWARD P. HUMMEL
NASHUA
JULY 08 COREY D. ROWELL KIMBERLY A. REID
DAVID C. Ra^JELL
MCH
JULY 12 RYAN H. DE LA PARRA ROBIN E. NORRIS
RICHARD A. DE LA PARRA
KEENE
JULY 13 AMANDA J. HOUSER DANA J. HERBERT
MICHAEL L. HOUSER
MCH
JULY 13 LOUIS P. GOSSELIN DONNA J. HEATH
LOUIS D. GOSSELIN
MCH
JULY 21 ZACHARY S. MAZEJKA ROBIN A. MACINTYRE
STEVEN J. MAZEJKA
LEOMINSTER, MA
JULY 23 KELLY L. MCGRATH KARITA L. AALTONEN
THCM\S P. MCGRATH
MCH
JULY 23 WHITNEY K. DESPRES PEGGY A. COLL
PAUL J. DESPRES
MCH
JULY 30 MICHAEL J. THOIN MARIA H. MEI
JAMES R. THOIN
MCH
JULY 31 EMILY RETTENMAIER JENNIFER L. THOMPSCW
RICHARD L. RETTENMAIER
MCH
AUG 07 KATHERINE L. \'TfATT THERESA L. PUGLIESE
SCOTT D. WYATT
MCH
AUG 07 CHRISTOPHER M. LEGER BRIGITTE A. GEOFFREY
CHRISTOPHER A. LEGER
KEENE
AUG 15 DOMINIQUE M. JARROLD DARLENE M. SANDERS
CHRISTOPHER M. JARR3LD
KEENE




AUG 31 SAMUEL L. BORDNER DEBERA J. PARKER MCH
STEPEiEN J. BORDNER
SEPT 03 MOLLY E. Ha^ SALLY E. SZYDLO PCEENE
MICHAEL HCWE
SEPT 07 JESSICA F. NIEMITALO BRENDA L. SEPPALA JAFFREY
BRUCE D. NIEMITALO
SEPT 08 NICHOLAS M. SYMONCWICZ TAFFY A. TOt^MSEND KEENE
MICHAEL J. SYMONa^ICZ
SEPT 10 BENJWIN G.MACARTHUR JR NICOLE L. GRENIER KEENE
BENJA^1IN G. MACARTHUR, SR.
SEPT 21 JENNIFER L. FELTUS MARY E. JARVI MCH
BRUCE D. FELTUS
SEPT 22 DANIEL P. FORLENZO ELIZABETH J. DOMBROSKI MCH
PATRICK FORLENZO
SEPT 26 ALLYSSA-JO BERARDI CHERYL L. LAFORTUNE KEENE
DONALD H. BERARDI
OCT 05 ISAAC T. WELCH MARTHA L. DERUSHA NASHUA
GEORGE A. WELCH
OCT 11 CURTIS K. BARTLETT CHAUNTELLE C. BYER KEENE
BRIAN K. BARTLETT
OCT 16 SHANNCN L. Jra^/ELL CATHERINE A. KOLAPAKKA KEENE
OCT 17 7\MZ\NDA L. FONTAINE .JUDITH A. LAPINSKY MCH
KEVIN C. FONTAINE
OCT 19 ALYSSA I. KANDOLL DEBORAH L. SIKKILA FITCHBURG, MA
SAMUEL E. KANDOLL
OCT 23 CHRISTOPHER A. MYHAVER CYNTHIA PICKETT MCH
MICHAEL L. MYHAVER
OCT30 TRAVIS C. KUMPH MARYBETH A. BEDARD FITCHBURG, MA
DANIA M. KUMPH
NOV 12 KATIE S. LEMIEUX SUZANNE SAWYER MCH
Ha^?,ARD V. Ll^vHEUX, JR.
NOV 16 DANIETiE M. LETOURNEAU KATHLEEN M. CRQ-TLEY MCH
RICHARD M. LETOURNEAU, JR.
NOV 21 COLE G. GRIFFIN TAMMY J. GRAfiAM MCH
DAVID A. GRIFFIN
NOV 25 DAVID M. 'COURTEAU JR. AMY J. IRELAND MCH
DAVID M. COURTEAU, SR.
NOV 27 NATHANIEL J. HOSVORTH HEATHER S. GUIGNON MCH
KURT D. BOSV^/ORTH
92 ^
DEC 02 ANDREW R. DESMARAIS DENISE M. KINCAID ^4CH
MATTHBV J. DESMARAIS
DEC 03 CHRISTOPHER T. ASH SHARON L. LEIN NOi
BERNARD T. ASH
DEC 10 CHRISTINA M. YEAGER ANDREA ELEFTHERIOU KEENE
CHRISTOPHER A. YEAGER JAMES P. YEAGER
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF JAFFREY FOR THE YEAR 1987
DATE NAMES RESIDENCE































































































































































































































































NOV 08 ERNEST L. HYATT
CECILE EDWARDS
JAFFREY, NH
WH. HORSE BEACH, MA





















DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF JAFFREY FOR THE YEAR 1987
DATE NAME PLACE OF DEATH
JAN 05 DANIEL H. WETHERBEE PETERBOROUCM, NH
JAN 07 ALBERT P. ROBINSCN PETERBOROUGH, NH
JAN 07 GOLDIE FELDSTEIN FEINBERG JAb'FREY, NH
JAN 14 WILLIAM F. SMITH PETERBOROUGH, NH
JAN 20 MARY P. L. SULLIVAN PETERBOROUGH, NH
JAN 23 WILLIAM HENRY MEIER JAFFREY, NH
FEB 01 ERIC 0. ECKLUND PETERBOROUGH, NH
FEB 06 AUGUSTINE M. PERRAULT JAFFREY, NH
FEB 12 JOANN M. ST. PIERRE MCH
FEB 16 LUCRETIA R.S. MILLS PETERBOROUGH, NH
FEB 17 DCMDNIC C. SPEENEY MCH
FEB 22 DELCIE D. BEAN JR. HANOVER, NH
FEB 23 FANNIE QUAST JAFFREY, NH
r^lAR 03 HAROLD C. KNIGHT JAFFREY, NH
MAR 03 FRANK D. CLAPP MCH
MAR 09 JOHN H. MOORE, SR. MCH
MAR 18 RAYMOND L. LECUYER MCH
MAR 24 CHARLES 0. GREGORY KEENE, NH
MAR 26 ROSE M. DEVENS MCH
APR 07 HARRY M. DEVENS MCH
APR 10 SARAH T. RAMSEY KEENE, NH
APR 17 IR^•1A A. ROYCE JAFFREY, NH
APR 25 VERNOSI S. HARRIS JAFFREY, NH
APR 28 JOHN P. LAMB MCH
MAY 06 YVONNE KET.LEY WESTT40RELAND, NH
MAY 09 STEPHEN M. PUTNAM JAFFREY, NH
MAY 13 WALLACE B. WOOSTER, SR. KEENE, NH
































































DEC 03 EUVIN W. DEBELL KEENE, NH
DEC 05 ROSALIA DOMBROWSKI JAFFREY, NH
DEC 14 OSCAR H. SHELDOSF JAFFREY, NH
DEC 18 OLGA M. WHEELER JAFFREY, NH
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TAX CDLLECTOR'S REPORT
Town of Jaffrey, NH
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
- DR. -
1987 1988 Prior
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $1,851,279 $ 40,430
Resident Taxes 9,670 2,776
Land Use Change Taxes 6,972 248
Yield Taxes 214 -0-
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $5,018,079
Resident Taxes 27,580







a/c Property Taxes 8,935 1,999
a/c Resident Taxes 200 10
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
:
4,480 21,214
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes:
87 196
$5,093,966 $1,891,554 $ 43,454
I
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Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Discounts Allowed: 118,291 28,759







Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 99,981 4,003
Resident Taxes 200 10
Yield Taxes -0- -0-
Sewer Rents -0- -0-
Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
(As per Collector' s List)
Property Taxes 456,516 32,762 17,640
Resident Taxes 5,790 7,520 2,766
Yield Taxes 2,896 158
Current Use Taxes 9,029 6,972 248
$5,,093,866 $1,,891,544 $ 43,454
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SOUNDING BOARD 1988
In an effort to help the Town acquire names of willing volunteer
citizens, and in an effort to encourage your active involvement in our
Town Government, we invite you to read the brief descriptions below,
check the appropriate boxes, fill in the back of the page, and deposit
in the bright pink box marked Sounding Board which will be located at
the rear of the gym. For your convenience, this box will be present
Tuesday, March 8n as well as during Town Meeting on Saturday, March
12. Thank you.
Board of Adjustment - 5 regular members and up to 5 alternate
members appointed by the Moderator for 3 year terms. Functions
as a Board of Appeals for persons seeking relief from strict
application of the Town's land use ordinances.
Budget Committee - 5 members appointed by the Moderator for 5
year terms. Review the proposed Town Budget for adequacy and
efficiency and present the Budget to the Town at the Annual Town
Meeting. Review status of accounts.
Conservation Commission - 7 members appointed by the Selectmen
for 3 year terms. Primary objective is the protection of the
Town's natural resources an dealing with ecological concerns.
Advises Selectmen and Boards of adequacy of, and violations to,
the Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance.
Historic District Commission - 5 regular members and 2 alternate
members (also 2 ex-officio members), appointed by the Moderator
for 3 year terms. Responsible for inventory, preservation, and
enhancement of the historic physical characteristics of Jaffrey.
Also responsible for implementation of the Historic District
Ordinance.
Planning Board - 5 regular members and up to 5 alternate members
for 3 year terms appointed by the Selectmen. Responsible for
writing of the Master Plan, Zoning Ordinance, Subdivision
Regulations, Site Plan Regulations, Capital Improvements Program.
Responsible for administering Site Plan Review Regulations and
Subdivision Regulations.
Recreation Committee - 5 members appointed by the Selectmen for 3
year terms. Advises the Recreation Department and the activity
of the Recreation Department for the ensuing year. Oversees and
analyses progress .and effectiveness of programs.
Sounding Board - An interim board of volunteers under the
auspices of the Jaffrey Planning Board, created to encourage
participation in the updating of the Comprehensive Planning
Program (Master Plan) for the Town of Jaffrey. Open to all
interested citizens.
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CDMMITTEES IN PROCESS OF F0RN1ATI0N
Recycling Committee - 5 members appointed by the Selectmen for 3
year terms. Primary responsibility is to develop a resource
recovery program, identifying recyclables and establish
procedures for use at our Landfill.
From time to time there is a need for volunteer clerical help on
a temporary basis. Would you be willing to lend a hand?
(Cut/Tear Along Dotted Line)
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBER BEST TIME TO CALL
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********************************************************
On April 1, 1986, new provisions of RSA 79, the timber
yield tax law, go into effect. The imporant change
requires the landowner to pay the tax instead of the
owner of timber at the time of cutting. This change in
the law is expected to be helpful to town officials
when collecting the timber taxes due.
********************************************************
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USE OFF VALUATION VALUATION
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BLACK, RONALD A 49,200 R
BLACK, THOMAS A 44,900 R
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-BLISS,—lOfclU G 91,650 R 35,3SQ-,B--
BLOOD, ERVIN 63,900 R 39,200 R
BLOOD, MARY J 32,300 M M
BQIS^ HAZEL E 44,150 R la^iaO. R






















BOUCHER , ROGER R - . 89,250 R
BOUCHER, ROLAND R 81,800 R
BOUCHER, THOMAS W 83,400 R
BOUDRIEAU, HECTOR A - - 43,250 R









BOUDRTEAU, WILFRED- 86,300 R
BOULEY, ANNE M. 34,650 M
BOURGEOIS, CATHEftlNE 48,150 R
ftnilRRFms, RFRMATNir-- T: 30,650 R
BOURGEOIS, STEVEN
BOHRfin i NF B II T I riFRR INC . 63,700 R
BOURQUE, LEO J 101,050 R
BOURQUE, OLIVE M 35,500 R
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1 I 7 , 663_,
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RnilTUFI 1 , RONAI T l . I .. .
BOWERS, CARROLL H 163,550 R
BRADLEY, GEORGE G 96,700 R
BRAni FY
|
. GFORGF R . 17 , 900 ft
BRADLEY, GEORGE G
RRATtl FY ,FiTFPHFN S FIlFI Tl 72,650 R
BF;ADY, ROBERT J 57,700 \-
BRANDIN, ROBERT M 187,700 F
IRRFFM,. RAYMnND . 76,300 R
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-BUI.I..OCK, PATRICIA M- - 5.4,500 R
BUNCE, MARGARET L 78,000 R
BUNCE, MARBARET L 100,750 R
BUREEF , FORREST .25,050 M
EURBEE, FORREST 29,800 M
-BUROESS, DONALD 1.1 - 4.7,250 C
BURGEBB, DONALD U
BUR6DYNE BR., RAYMOND F 55,650 R
EUROOYNlii;, EMTLY A 54,a00 «-
BURGOYNE, OLIVER 45,800 R
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-. , . 65,700 F'!
CAPELLARO, ROBERT 37,800 M
-CARFU, TTMOTHY I . 40 , 500 R
GARLAND, PETER S. 43,500 R
CARLSON, RONALD J 30,100 M
CARNEY,-. CHARI ES 26,550. M
CARON JR., EMILE L 54,650 R
CAROhJ <^R. , rlA^JTFl I 59,050 R
CARON, ERNEST 6 40,950 R
CARON, FREDERICK J 42,450 R
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USE OFF VALUATION VALUATION
.£&BJ£.R, BQBERT . .71,550 R
CASTONGUAY, KENNETH R 87,650 R
CERVENKA, ROBERT P. 109,300 R
CllALKE, KQl^iMAN R . .28,050 R














CHAMBERLAIN ,JR . , EARL R 42,700 R
CHAMBERLAIN, DOROTHY B 41,. 200 R
CHAMBERLAIN, EVA H . 27,550 R
CHAMBERLAIN, FRANCIS R 68,750 R
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ni, ARK^.-. FRANC IS-X: . . 64,650 R 19,700 R
CLARK, PATRICK M 82,650 R 23,650 R
CLARKE, WILLIAM E 80,500 R 15,850 R
CLAYTON^.-. DOUGLAS 39.,2S0 R 26,a00 R




CHJUTXER, m..6ERr P -- . 35,250 R Il,;i5a-J3
—
CLOUTIER, FELIX A 14,550 R 10,950 R
CLYNE, TIMOTHY 55,650 R 15,100 R
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COLLERAN, ELLEN V
gjLJ-ERAhU- Fl I EN Kl - -
COLLINS, MELVIN
COLUMBUS, RONALD J
f-riMgrnr K-,. in/SM m
COMSTOCK, JOAN M
rpNKi TM _ JR . , RflBFRT-Ji
CONLEY, J CLIFTON
CONNER JR., RICHARD H
XClNNni I Y-,- FnUARD J
COOK JR. , JAMES
rnr-iK, f-HARi tf h
COOKE, 'STEPHEN B.
COONTOOCOOK LAKE PARK AS
CQimLDQCaOl^—LAKE .EARl-^AS
COONTOOCOOK LAKE PARK AS
CDDNTBOCDQK -LAliiL -PARlt.AS- —
CORMACK, MARY C 151,650 C
CORMTER, CLAIRE C 54,450 R
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14,050 R 18,200
UiMAW- - 75,550 R
COURNOYER JR., RANDYI.. 72,700 R
COURNOYER JR., RANDYI ' 55,950 R
COURNOYFR, MARTQtJ-j^ 57,300 R
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CUTTER, illLriREEi . 65,450 H
D. D. BEAN S SONS CO, N
DAIGLE, WILLIAM L 49,150 R
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DANEAU, NORMAND R 109,400 R
i<?,7!=;r> R A O P'---;,7or)
N
25,250 R 74,400
22./i50 R o o A-; , ::>!=;o
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DEDO, STFUFN H .- 68,300 R
DE6RANDPRE, CHARLES A 63,050 R
DEGRANDPRE, GERALD A 141,350 R
DEGRANDPRF, GFRAl ll A --- 92,650 R
DEGRANDPRE, GERALD A
- DEHOIMAN , FTIWARTI-JL. - ... 17,950 M
BE I ANNA, FRANCIS J 17,700 M
DELAPARRA, RICHARD A 87,250 R
tiFi I a<.;amta, I riRRATMF _c_ . 47,450 R
BELROSSI, ARMAND ,.l 77,700 R
DFI RHSST, DAVID A -
-LQ.O., 800




PFFIFRRFFFH, Al AIM. Y .
DESCHENES JR.,, GILBERT
DESCHENES, ALBERT M







DESCHENES, HEIRS OF HORi
- 71 300 R
48 900 R
23 100 M









DESCHENES, LEO G 36,350 R
DESCHENES, MRS, MARY J. 67,050 R
DESCHENES, MRS. MARY J. . 25,650 R
















































-pa:scHENE:s-,~-RQtaa^T r - . «ii?.,500 r
DESCOTEAUX, THOMAS 42,550 R
DESJARDINS, ROGER D 15,200 M
. DESMAJ'iaaiS, ALFRED J 53,150 R







^ MATTl^JEU-J^ 39,700 R
DESMARAIS, RAYMOND J 54,150 R
DESMOND, JOHN G 60,500 R
DFSPRFS,. FDWARD I. ... 66,500 R








. DESPRES^. -rtXCtlAEU D— 76,050 R
DESPRES, PAUL J 73,050 R
DESPRE5, RAYMOND E 67,200 R
DESPRES, -.-EaMMJD- M. . 151,050 R





















DESROSIERS, ESTATE OF'. Ail
DESROSIERS, JOSEPH H
DEBROSIERS, JULES W
DESROSIERS » ROI...ANn 1.1
DESROSIERS, ROLAND W
DESROSIERS, UAYNE A- -
DEVENS, RONALD W
DEVLIN JR. , WILLIAM E


































































































DI0NNE .,^-F'AUL..4--— - —
-
51,150 R
DISH0N6, GEORGE W 98,200 R
DODGE, RAYMOND T 42,400 R
DOMBRnSKI , !;rrANLEY-. F .- 101,050 R














riFlAPFR , .lUriT TH YOUMG
DRAPER, MILDRED H




























































































: mil PHMr MARTTfJ R 73,200 R
! DUNBAR, LOUJEAN 72,800 R
: DUNCAN, ALICE K 63,550 R
3 DUNCAN, JjEOEGE - Ji___
_
; DUNN, ROBERT W 57,950 R
IL DHNMIKEL JB-^^.- DENRIS U 56 , 350 R
: DUNNING, LLOYD C 41,900 R
'. DUNTON, GEORGE F 38,550 R
IJDUPLIXSj. -ALD-XE -G . - . 26,700 M
J DUPUIS, GARY M 45,450 R
J DUQUETjTEj, _MARY K 68,050 R
' DURAND SR., RENE 114,750 R
; DURAND, STEPHEN J
i DUVAL.' S COOP. M . H , PARK



























































EAST JAEFREY REALTY TRUST 330,400 R
EASTMAN, PHILIP J 43,050 R
EATON, DEBORAH A .. 4(fM.750 R








EAVES, HEIRS OF ELMER





?3 , 1 00 R







































-EICHIN , EARL S
ELITE LAUNDRY CO INC
ELITE LAUNDRY CO INC
ELITE LAUNDRY CO INC
































FMFRSnN T MARY l-l F'F














FEELEY ..IR , HUGH
PEER, ROBERT C
FELCH, CL.YDE U
FF I CH, I IN llA
FEI.LOWS , CHARLES
FFI I nUIS, SHRAN JlJlRRY-
FELTUS, BRUCE
FERNALD, MEL.VILLE L
FFIIirn I , RICHARILA
FIELD, DANIEL
FIELD, JOSEF'H H


























































































R 1 67 , F!O0
31,500
17,350






























FTT/riFRAI rir I FIJTK ^mT T
Fn Z (3ERAL n , LEWIS SC (3 11
FITZPATRICK , DELBERT










:>::>, 9SO R 49.9S0
15,400 R
13,100 R







































-EONT-AINF, -AL-ERED ._ - . 72,350 R 62,55ja.Ji.
FONTAINE, KEVIN C 52,050 R 39,900 R
FORBES, NICHOLAS U 59,550 R 27,S50 R
-J^RCIER. ,Jl"i_. , JOSEPH. F 44,450 R 21,100._£






















FORD, HELEN 8,000 R — 31. ,100 R
FORLENZO JR., PATRICK A 65,500 R 24,450 R
FORRY, DAVID L 74,000 R 28,300 R
FORSTRQM, SR , , RONALIi E- 58,250 R 20,650 R




FOSTER III, WALTER H. -107., 300 R
FOSTER, CARON 20,200 M
FOSTER, DOLORES M 67,900 R
FOSTER, HUGH K -224,750 R








FOSTER , KATHERINE A - - 18,000 R
FOURNIER, BERTRAND 41,250 R
FOURNIER, WILFRED 28,800 R
FOX, OLIVE ..- 15i.250 H








50 RFRANKLIN, TlANXEL W - 53,650 R Li,
FRANZEN-LANGA, ROBERT 52,150 R 28,250 R
FREIBE(3, MALCOLM 91,350 R
FRENCH, PATRICIA C - 6,900 R 10,750 R

































1 7 , 3 . 00 R
300 R
29,850 R
































































PROF'ERTY OUNER VALUE VALUE
C:URRENT
USE













6-^,7A0 R n n 204,900
22,400 R
600 R





GIBBONS JR., WILLIAM H 91,750 R
OILMAN, NELSON H 42,550 R
niNNA IR., RnRFRT-JI- ... 7,800 R
GINNA JR., ROBERT E 77,300 R
37,600 R
63,200 R













fil AVFY, ALFRED F
GLIMENAKIS, WILLIAM G
GOLDBERG, MARK A
nni DRFRG, MARK A
GOODELL, WILLIAM E
GOODMAN, HAROI n H
GORDON, BRUGE A
GORDON, BRUCE A
r-iORnoN^nnNAi d r .
GORDON, RICK J
I1I^-UILL1284,400 R
AYLMER H 54,000 R
287,200 R 415,AOO


















GRAVEL JR. , HENRY





































3;^ , '?<)(•) R f)
33,450 R
'tiA












































-.aRAVi=;&, J^ARY-TORQS IAN . 71,300 R
GRAY, LAWRENCE 73,700 R












- GEEEisIt j;STATE,- -F.UJ^ _
GREENE ESTATE, F.W.
GREENE, BANCROFT
GREENE, NANCY Ji _
GREENE, NANCY T

























GfieGORY,^ CHARLES q . 96,900 R
GREGORY, JUDITH PALACHE 43,300 R
GREGORY, JUDITH PALACHE 106,600 R
- GREGGRYh. -PETER -A .. 04,750 R




















































GIJMMERSDN ESTATE,- WIN IF
.
GUNDLACH, THOMAS R





HAPPEN , SARAH R
HADLEY, BENETA
HADLEY, FRANKLIN
HARRTil AD, JOSFPH H
HAGSTROM, DOUGLAS U














HAMT I TON, S YI VTA
HAMILTON, SYLVIA
HAMTI TON, Till I Y .1
HAMLEN, CAROLINE ETAL
HAMLEN, DORIS D
- HAMMER . HANNAH E
HAMMER, HANNAH R
HAMMOMn TTT, NHRRTR R
HAMMOND, DOROTHEA V.
HAMPSEY, BERNARD J









HANSON, ROBERT A --
HANSON -SHAW, KAREN







































































































































16 ,900 R 48 ,450














21,050. R 1 19,300
R 5,400 5,400



























HftRRTH, l-'H[| I IP H
HARRIS, WAYNE R
HARRSEN, FREDERICK P





. HARUEY JR., HERBERT H
HARVEY JR . , HERBERT H






HA^3 K El.,L , RAY F
HAT ENTERPRISES













HAVFRAN, H TI I TAM C .






HAZLETON SR. , JOHN B
HEALY, MICHAEL W
HEAPHY, MICHAEL E


































- 35 550 R
33 400 R
84 500 R



















- 35 750 H
35 300 R
29 650 R
- 17 550 R
70 550 R
. 2Q 350 R
24 800 R
20 500 M






















. 54 750 R





27 , 650 R
. 50 ,450 R
34 ,950 R
15 ,150 C
33 , 300 M
36 ,000 I"';





USE OFF VALUATION VALUATION













1 1 , 050
















































































































































31 ,35A R A o 31 ,35ft
60,050 R
28,550 R













VALUE VALUE use: OFF VALUATItON VALUAT:tON
HTi I ,. Ri-mhJAi n ,r.__
h;i;ll, reynald k
h:i:ll, r:i:c.iiari:i l

















. HINMAhU-.UQllN 46,050 R
HIPSON, PETER D 58,450 R
HOFFMAN, DIANE FISH- 40,800 R
. HQLTiiilN. .JR..-.- AVERY S 59,300 R















































HOWARD, SUSAN J -197, SIM R
HOWE JR., WILLIAM J 17,300 M
HRONES JR., JOHN ANTHON 7,000 R
HRUNES, JOHN A 7,iX)0 R
























' HURL IN, NATHAN -
HURLIN, PR ISC ILEA
; HURST, ARTHUR G
: HYVARINEN, FRANCES M
: ISAACS , - NANCY—B
: ISHMAEL, CHARLES E
J & C MANAGEMENT
: JSD-IRUST
Ji4R REALTY
J. OREN BELLETETE XNC
.
JACK JR. , WILLIAM H
JACKE, DAVID K


























































































'TQr 2<"'0 R A 9A,750
32,100





























































































yALUE USE OFF VAEUAIXON
HEX
VALUATION
..lACKSnN, RRAni FY Jl-
JACKSON, BRAtiLEY C 22,050 H
JACKSON, WILLIAM L 98,200 R



















lAFFRFY RFNTFR UTI I i^OE 24,800 R
JAFFREY CENTER VILLAGE
JAFFREY CENTER VILLAGE
lArrRFY fTNTrR UTI I A GN- 9,200 R
JAFFREY GILMORE FOUNDAT 437,850 R










JAFFREY WOMANS CLUB 50,550 R
JAILLET, JOHN F 58,700 R
- . lAI, - -RE/iLXY - 207,050 R
JALBERT, ROBERT P 69,500 R















































































lOHANSON, I N GRI D I






























































JON ES-,- JAMES .. 45,800 H
JONES, JAMES 140,900 R
JUSSEAUME, DANA 29,900 ft
.J<U^iINSKI, BERNARD -J.. . 115,150 R
KANDOLL, SAMUEL E 30,050 R
KANSAS, MATTHEW—L.-. . 48,650 R
KARLSBERGER, ROBERT 1... 62,900 R
KARLSBERGER, ROBERT L 62,900 R
.JiAT£:S,- JAMES.-e . 4.4,200 R






















_iiAUFiiANN,.-l?ETER-L . 51,400 R 40,150 K-
KEATING, LOIS SHAW 136,450 R 27,600 ft
KEATING, PETER M 57,650 R 16,950 R
JiEATINU, EEXEE H - 4,850 R-

















































































I1IPKA-, f-OlBERT E 41,900 R
KIRSCH, LAURENCE J 105,750 R
KIRSCHNER, DOROTHY B 30,500 R













































Ut^iBONTE, ESTATE OF ALBE





















































1 1 , 250 R




























































900-lABONTE, ESTATE OF ALEE R
labonte; , EsrrtTE of alee 24 150 R
LABRxi;, ., F'ii:[i...:i;p R 62 300 R
-LftKUE, BEEECCa 44 650 H
LACrtVi"!, JOE M 43 900 R
LM^ROJiXi. ai.m;rt 45 150 R
LACROXX, JANET 46 650 R
LAFLEUR JR. , EMXLE 2 :l. 500 f^;
Ij^FLEUR, EMXL.E J 47 050 i=;
LAFORTUNE, NORMAN W 63 050 R
4.Al-RENj;ERr ^iOHH E 34 750 R
LAFRENXER, JOHN E 200 R
LAFRENTER, JOHN E 3 250 R
LAFRENIER, ..JOHN E 42 250 R
LAFRENXERE, nAV.CIi R 56 250 R
l^FRENa:ERE,-,.JEAN 34 150 r^
LAFRENXERE, PADL R 49 950 1-^
LAKOVXTCH, JOSEPH B 64 000 F-;
LAMB JR . , JQMN P 53 700 R
LAMB SR. , JOHN P. 96 200 \<
LAMBERT JE: . ,. JOSEPH C
LAMBERT JR. , WXLFRED 54 950 R
LAMBERT, ARTHUR 69 650 !:;
LAMBERT , ARTHUR 49 050 R
LAMBERT, TiENNIS A 54 900 R
LAMIiFiRT, E;»UAP^0 J 20 ,250 R
LAMBERT, FRANCXS T 36 ,950 R
LAMBERT, JOSEPH C 52 ,050 R
LAMBERT, OVILA Q 54 ,450 R
LAMBERT, RXCHARB W. N
LAMBERT, Ria-IARU U.- X32 ,400 C
LAMBERT, RXCHARB W.
LAMBERT, RICHARD W.
-EfiMBERT ,. ROBERT .F -. 55 700 R
LAMBERT, ROLAND A 48 ,950 R
_U»aMi£RT, RUTJ4.-n 55 050 R
LAMBERT, SCOTT J 44 , 050 R
LAMBERT, SCOTT J 77 650 R
J_AMBEiiX,.. SCOIT. J , . N
LAMBERT, THEODORE N
-LAMEETilH^ -IHEQDDRE - N
LAMBERT, THEODORE R 64 400 R
LAMBERT, THEODORE R
-LAMBERX^^- TH E ODOl^^^E- iL^. . 74 500 R
LAMBERT, THOMAS A 68 ,300 P;
1 AMQURELIX , -IlENNIS- EL. . 41 650 R
LAND TRUST AT GAP MOUNT
LANBXS, HUGH 16 300 R
1 AMP, f:pl,l,^RTl 1 - 17 450 r<
LANGEVXN, LOUXS A 61 300 R
LANGEVIN, MICHAEL R . 42 ,150 R
LANGEVXN, NORMAN R 56 300 R
LANGLEY, PETER L 52 050 |-^
.J-AFFRRXXa-JHl ^ JllSEF'li . .
.
. 32 300 M
LAPXNSKY, STEPHEN A 49 650 R
1 API. ANT SR., NXI FR y . 43 500 R
LAPOXNT, NANCY M 1
3
150 M
LAUEY, FRANCXS E 57 950 f^i
_LAyQUL, . JiOBEEX, P . ... _ . 80 550 R
LAWN, BARBARA !2b 800 R
-LAiJN.* DAyin.u.
.
. 58 700 R
I..AUN, ROBERT A 40 800 Is
LAWTON, ARTHUR H 65 950 R
-LEACH ^ ALLEN . 159. 000 R
LEACH, PAUL 67 500 R
.LEBLAMQ^ DAVID H
LEBRETON, RONALD J 57 500 R
LECLAXR, BENOXT B 35 650 R
.L£CLj°iIR, LEO







































































































































































LECUY€.Rt-»1AB-«::- S - 62,300 R
LEE, JOHN S 6S,800 R
LEE, JOHN S
_J_EE ^ - JOi-iN-S- -- 29,600 R
LEE, UXNAL 12,400 R
LEHTINEN, ALICE EE 4:1. ,200 R
LEHTINEN, ALICE EE
LEM I EUX JRi—L-IQUARjq U . 124,650 R













































-i-E-TENIiRE,- NOI-^-iaN U- . 102,400 R
LETOURNEAU JR., RICHARD 50,950 R
LETOURNEAU SR . , RICHARD 50,200 R
- LETOURNEAU SEU-,-KXCHAI-';D.






















L I ENJ lAI-;D'r , AR I I-IUF: J
.
LIGHTFOOT, HARRY C.






























































































-LJja.,.EFIELD, -L RICHARD 5,650 R
LITTLEFIELD, L RICHARD 3,650 R
LITTLEFIELD, L RICHARD 90,900 R
LLOYD, R MCALLISTER - 29,750 R
LOCKE, WILLIAM U 136,150 R
LOCKE--ENDY, CAROL - -
LONG, RICHARD L
LORD ADDISON LTD N
I ORD AnniRON I TD .. 118,050 R
LORTIE, LIONEL M 53,950 R
I nu riT N, S Ahll F I L - 63,150 R
L0U6EE, DAVID J 67,900 R
LOVETERE III, ANTHONY 1 42,900 R
I niJF .IR, RIIRgPI I H
LUEBKER, ELEANOR 35,500 M
-I I.INNY, R C1RFR T--J . 54,900 R
LUSCOMBE, KEITH P 90,200 R
LYLE, GERALDINE T 119,150 R
I Yl F, GFRAI TlTNF T .


































































-XYNO-I, RTntlARD .B— . . 76,950 R
LYON, JAMES 1.6,500 M
MAACK, COLLEEN D 27,400 R















. MACNAMEE, JAY B















I 07 |, OOP
61,206
MACY JR., NELSON 457,700 R
MAGOUN, THEODORE R 42,700 R
MAHFUZ, HUBS I EN A 44,834 R
MAHDN 3R., MICHAEL F 64,400 R









































MARROTTE, DANIEL 40,750 R
MARSHALL JR., ROBERT F 49,150 R
jaAi^TEL, LAl=UiY A . 73,050 R



























iiAKTIW^^- 4_EOiJA[iO ..A- .
MARTIN, PETER P
MARTIN, ROBERT C






!,> ,65" I-' A A '-,<>,<:!A
13 ,100 R 52,800
IG ,000 R 18,000
; o'~, ,600 R A R2 , 300

































. MCGAUGHEY, LEO E




















































































HCGRftT H, THDM ftS P -
MCGREGOR, ABIGAIL. S
HCKENNA, ROBERT C
HCKEOMy -NKUITON -F - . -
MCKEON, NEWTON F
MTKITTRICKy 101 I N E-
MCKITTRICK, JOHN B
MCLAUGHLIN , CHARLOTTE









































































M 10 ,000 u


























































-WXLLEIli JB^, JAMES H .















































































-X! ?, . ,TI ..iq
oO,qua-









Vrtl-UE USE OFF VALUATION
m::-t
valuation
M0NADN0C;K bank, the :l.99,800 c
MONAIiNOCK BANK, THE 37,650 C
WJNaBNOCK--CHBIST:iAii-.C£lN- 6,450 R
MONADNOCK OHRISTIAN CONI
_«Oi4AI.iNDa'i;- CMRiaTXAM- i;ON. C
MONADNOCK CHRISTIAN CONI
! MONADNOCK CHRISTIAN NUR: 877,250 R
. JiONAIltJOCK. CHRIST TAN . NURl N
: MONADNOCK DEVELOPMENTAL 79,450 R
, HPN'»"'^'ir-K- PnRFST PRnrilin.472-45Q R
. MONADNOCK FOREST PRODUC I 16, 250 R
< MONADNOCK FOREST PRODUC 40,750 R
. WON/oIlNQCK-JsUJRSEHlES- INC- 64,650 R
< MONROE, FRANCES S 91,100 R
















, I 5 -K-
86 , 600

















1 , 600 R
35,400 R
27,2;























































- ^- 60,800 R

































































































m:i4 ENGLANIJ TEi-EPlUME C 1 1 1 ,^i5a C lAr<W)0-C-
NEU HAMPSHIRE BALL BEAR 671,250 R 232,500 R
NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEAR 14,450 R
-NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEAJ-v 9.01^00- It-^ - 293,850 Ji-







































SK A L.A SR . , -BRUCE, A.
NIBKALA, EDUARIi V
NI'.aKALA, UiAINO-e
NOBLE JR. , JOHN
NOBLE, EDITH J
NOBI„F, EDITH J .- -
NORWOOD SR., ERNEST «.
NUTE, DOROTHY F
NUTE, RICHARD R
NUTTINC , AGNES IB
NUTTING, AGNES B
.- .270, 700 R , .i'll'ii'ii. U . R










Li; ARY , JOHN A
O'MAI 1 1- Y .. KAY
1
Nt IL, DAVID B




Ni:- 1 1.. TIMOTHY J
_CLJM.^(^ iftl'K 111








1 1 a ,. .•..|=i.-i
A
29,750






















































































































OJALA, ROBERT J 87,450


























f C I GROUI-' INC;
































































I 5 |, 1 00 f:;
43,450 R
750 R














































































- PEni^RSI£N,.--EQN/'a.lL E . 32,650 R
PELISSIER SR., CLIFTON 63,700 R
PELKEY, ALBANY 34,650 R
-PELIiEY-, O-AEA -- .- 56,250 R

























PHILLIPS SR, , BARY f
PHILLIPS, DAVID U

























PILEULCZ, ISLINA A 59,950 R
PILGRIM BAPTIST CHURCH 190,900 N
PIFLSDURY SR., ROLAND W 73,450 R
PlLLSBUl^iY^-JOHN S 42,800 R
PINFAULT, THEODORE G 68,650 R
PINEO, PRISCILLA
PINKHAM JR. , FRANK F
PINKHAM SR. , FRANK ! .
.EINNEY, BERblAi-iD . S
PLOUFFE, ELIZABETH

























































































































































POMPONIO, EM ID 10 A
-E:n ni F -Jl^ . , FRANriH -A .
PORTER, MOLLIS MAE

























































-E'RFSR, FRF Il - 61,900 R
PRESTI6IAC0M0, SHARON J 67,300 R
PRESTIGIACOMO, VINCENT 102,500 R
PRF t;T T R T ftr f 1MO , V I NC F N T .95,150 R
PRINDLE, DENNIS J 57,450 R
33,nSO R 2 , 700 <?R,450
21,150 R 88,450
19,550 R 122,050
25,450 R 1 20 ,. AGO
25,100 R 82 , 550
-E'Rnni X-, lEFFlSEY - -
PROULX, JOEL 87,700 R
PROULX, LOUISA 6. 36,500 R
PRnNTF F-U-.J'i TnHArai . - .0
PSOMADAKIS, S PHILIP 104,150 R
fllBI TC SERVTCF-Ca Ql- NH.
PUTNAM, KARL 3,700 R
PUTNAM, KARL
JUTNAil,_JiAEL _ _-. .. . 65,200 R
PUTNAM, KARL
'>5r4!-";0 p n f) 25 ,4SO
37,100
12,000

















QUINLAN -r FRANC.;a-S-X--- . 70,150 R 17,0OaR.-
QUINLAN, HENRY C 51,200 R 13,600 R
QUINLAN, TIMOTHY 54,650 R 16,000 R
QIJINLAN,- VIRGIMIA-XX- . 158,500 R 46,55a_B-







































RALEIGH JR., THOMAS L
RALEI GH JR T TH MA
S
L
RALEIGH JR., THOMAS L






























.-aAY^iOMD , -MANUEL - 5^=1,750 R 18,7.0ii- R
READ, EDWARD M 140,150 R 55,250 R
REARDON, HELEN T 79,250 R 24,150 R
RECH I NDA^-MIOJAEL - - 63,500 R 26,500 R-











































REESE, JiAUID J^ .
REID, RONALD M.




VALUE yALUE USE OFF VALUATION VALUATION
REMOLD, HIEN'Z
RENE , JOSEPH







































































































































ROBICHAUD, MRS. FRANCES 44,650 R
ROBICHAUD, PAUL A 70,600 R
ROBINSON, HERBERT A 48,300 R
ROBINSON, JOHN 60,200 R
ROBINSON, LLOYD C 107.700 R
ROBINSON, MR:^. GEFOnAINE. 40,200 [
ROBINSON, l^'AUL, 34,650
RUCKAUAY REALTY TRUST 25,000 f



































































































ROYCE JR. , H. CHARLES






KUYCE, VEEA- E . ..
ROYCE, WILLIAM C








































SAMPTFRT , THFI MA J .
SANDERSON, JOHN P
SANDS, EVELYN S
HANTlS :^HARn i Tl B.




















1 fl ,550 R
47,850 R
32,550 R
50,R00 R 17 4,,950
22,300 R 67 , 050
21 „650 R o 52.900
81,650 R
17,500 R








-SAi-JfiFEU-IANn, AN-TONin.. . .
SANTANGELO JR , ROBERT V
?0,050 R 77 , 750
116,150 R
-SJlHTANfi FI n JR,--RORER-T V.




















SAMTFI I F , DDfci/iLIl. K _






































































-SAU-Y£R^ - LEIi-A - . -
SAWYER, PERRY H
SAWYER, RICHARD P






















SCENIC STATE OIL CO










qCHHAI T7r HENRY ..)
SCHMUCKI, (5E0RGE F
SCHOFIELD, S KELLY














SCHOI L,—PATRICIA-,C-. . .
SCHOOL STREET ASSOCIAIE 113,950 R
SCHOTT, JOHN R 279,950 R
. Sa-ILU-TE* HENRY F ... 77,000 R
SCHWARTZ, JOHN P 98,650 R





























































































.£t:;QTT, MI CHELLE --. . . 28,650 R
SCOTT, MICHELLE
SCRIBNER, BRUCE J 61,000 R
-SERIBMERh. RORALYN PATRI. 41,550 R








-SEXPfUEL., WI LLIAM- H
SELF, NOEL
BELMER, KENNETH S















SHARMA, S NARAYAN 58,950 R
SHATTTUCK JR., DANIEL C
RHAT TTIir-K . IR . , tlANTFI C. 93,750 R


















1 A , i;!AA R A -/'-.
,
"50
17,200 R 76, 150
R 7, 200 7, 200





1 1 1 ,800
168,700
105,800





















<:;uir.| nriMr ktnnfti-i M 3.Q,95jQ R
SHELDON, OSCAR 1-1 91,050 R
SHELLY, SCOTT 54,450 R
Qiin TniM,. PAUi s .... 102,2SQ R
SHEPHERi;i, H MORRIS
RHFRVANTANn ANNF F— „ 53,^750 R_
SHOLL, CALVIN K
SHORT JR., LEONARD V :l.08,900 R
ST I VA, TiONAI D
, , .. 35.700 M
SILVER RANCH AIRF'ARK IN lOOylOO R
QTI Vr-R R,^N)rH AIRPARK IN. 33,550 f
SILVER RANCH AIRPARK IN 59,750
SILVER RANCH INC 100






























































































ilNAND— . 4,700 M
SIROIS, GEORGE A 58,700 R 31,250 R
SIROIS, GEORGE A 36,750 R
STKflT':;,. TRI-NF R .. S3, 000 R 33,05a-R
SIROIS, MRS. ALICE D 79,150 R 33,250 R
- a- -a6-i,.Q5a
112,400




















SLADE, BETTY SAWYER 54,250 R
SLIGHT, BRIAN M. 35,000 M
SMITH, AMANDA M 54,250 F
SMITH, CHARLES D _ 56,95'





26,900 R <! I , 400












SMITH, RUSSELL TRAIN /





S^iITKC^. . XtlEQDQRE J
SNOW SR. , ARTHUR W
SOCIETY FOR PRfTlTECTinM








































































SOCIETY FOR PROir-Cri lui-l
SOCIETY FOR PRO TEC I ION
ancxETX- -FOR s-'Raxecu; on
SOriFRBERB, LLOYD R








.ai^JEENEY-,. - IK IMDN T C
SPOON, JAMES ROLAND
St^'QQNER,^- JOHN .
ST. BEORBE, MRS. LEONAR
ST. PATRICK'S PARISH





ST. PIERriE, PAUL J
ST. J'lERRE4>-j;UJXi_IF __._
ST. PIERRE, ERNEST A
STANTON, JEAN H
STARRETT, PAUL D

















































































































































i^ ( H 1-A-)AfJ, -0<;it-4ALU-
:,, KM 1 11 1 r ., i: 1-1 MA

























































STOAT TON , - JSXCHAJ^iD C
STRATTON, RICHARD C
STRATTON, RICHARD C





































PROPERTY OWNER VALUE VALUE
_4SLT4;^Oi4&T-^ClNATHftM -U- - - XI 4,2 j^iSO-K-
STRUTHERS, CHRISTOPHER 70,300 R :I.6,S00 R




















































, 6'riO R 7<5 J 7An R n n
,550 R 47,750 R
,250 R 90,300 R




TARBELL , DOROTHY -C^~-
TAYLOR JR., WILLIAM F
TAYLOR, BENJAMIN R







1 9, 40 R
6,O30
TAY I OR, rniipTNA ii_-
TAYLOR, EDWARD
TAYLOR, EDWARD J













TAYI n\-L^ RONALD I
TAYLOR, WATY A.
224,20Q_R 1 A , 900 a o o ''', 'iO\)
31,450 r 39,300 R
29,500 F 9,850 R 15,000 V _ ' 1 ""'V
47,200 F 3O,.350 R ,'> ,,,.!,: ,o
50,300 F 36,500 R <V,300








TENTEFS, PETEJ=; P _ . . .
THE NATURE CONCERVANCY





































































; TIEGER, MARC P
;-TILTCiW., LECHOAF* A
;TKACZYK, RICHARD C































TORREY, JANE 67,700 R
TORSEY, DAVID L 30,250 R
TOliJER,- DAVJID-a -- . J. 09, 750 R













TOWN OF JAFEREY - TOWN i
TOWNSEND, RICHARD


























TREMBLAY , PHILIP A . 44,800 f'
TRI-BRO INDUSTRIES INC 43,200
TRI-BRO INDUSTRIES INC 69,750 1-













TROIAMO ^- MARIO -
TROY WATER WORKS
TRUSTEES OF THE CLARK




TWADDEU IB* , EBUfU^ClL B .
.
TWEED, KATHERINE W




-ii:iORQ14-4Y- -H . 52,250-t:<--
UNITED CHURCH OF JAFFRE N
UNITED CHURCH OF JAFI-RE 413,850 N
UNITED a-IURCH-qp:- Jf-HFi-RE. 17,40a-E—
UNITED CHURCH OF JAFFRE N
298 ,150 R
45 500 R












































n \.\; iC 6 1 "'

























1 1 I , 450-
67,850
















-VIGNEAHI T, I FIlislARD R- - 72,650 -E 3iU:'i0fi R-.
VILES, PETER H 14,700 R 15,150 R
VILLENEUVE, THOMAS J 94,300 R 40,200 R
-UINAI. n-DAVTII 27,60_a_M M .


























UAl-KLQ INC_-- - -
WADE SR, FRANK A
WALDRON, JOHN G




































































UJEtiiilS .-UB ^, J SEFH
WE I BEL, WILLIAM J











































































































































WILEY, DAVID --B .- '56,150 R 20,3Sa.E-
WILLIAMS, HOWARD 65,150 R 23,000 R
WILLIAMS, ROBERT W 89,450 R 28,250 R
UTI LXAMS, Tnivn-J . 19,000 R 14,500 R

































































-UOnTlS,-^RrtNnfR M - 206,000 R
WOODS, FRANCIS M 86,350 R
WOODS, FRANCIS M
i.innriq ,. E£AN£lXa_irl .








BMiCLAY. 114,900 R 10,300 R.
WOODWARD, SCOTT S 14,150 M M
UOOSTER SR., ROBERT P. 33,250 R 21,950 R
UOOSTER SR. , lilAI LACF' B*. .6ji,650 H 35,450 R.






MRS C . leU^
WOZMAK, MRS. C. F,
WRIBFIT IV, FRANK V
MRT'il-IT, DFNNTR I
WRIGFrr, EMILY DENYSE













































































ASSESSMENT RATIO: 80% % INCREASE (DECREASE) % INCREASE BY BUDGET
TOWN + 0.5% TOWN 24%
COUNTY + 1.3% COUNTY 44%










John Humiston Post No. 1 1 American Legion Bugle Corps, pictured fronn left to
right: S. Ricard, P. Taylor, E. Gobiel, A. Cournoyer, E. Pratt, F. Faery, L. LaPage,
H. Becker, R. Sebastian, L. Merrill, M. Taylor, C. Abercrombie, C. Meyers, J. Don-
ahue, C. Spofford, D. Eaves, D. Marling, R. Whitehead, R. Charlonne, L. Brown,
Don Eaves, M. Guillaume.
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